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ABSTRACT 
Automatic Control and Fault Diagnosis of  
MEMS Lateral Comb Resonators 
 
Afshin Izadian 
Recent advancements in microfabrication of Micro Electro Mechanical Systems have made 
MEMS an important part of many applications such as safety and sensor/control devices. 
Miniature structure of MEMS makes them very sensitive to the environmental and operating 
conditions. In addition, fault in the device might change the parameters and result in unwanted 
behavioral variations. Therefore, imperfect device structure, fault and operating point 
dependencies suggest for active control of MEMS.  
This research is focused on two main areas of control and fault diagnosis of MEMS devices. In 
the control part, the application of adaptive controllers is introduced for trajectory control of the 
device under health and fault conditions. Fault in different forms in the structure of the device are 
modeled and foundry manufactured for experimental verifications. Pull-in voltage effect in the 
MEMS Lateral Comb Resonators are investigated and controlled by variable structure controllers. 
Reliability of operation is enhanced by active control of the device under fault conditions. 
The second part of this research is focused on the fault diagnosis of the MEMS devices. Fault is 
introduced and investigated for better understanding of the system behavioral changes. Modeling 
of the device in different operating conditions suggests for the multiple-model adaptive 
estimation (MMAE) fault diagnosis technique. Application of Kalman filters in MMAE is 
investigated and the performance of the fault diagnosis is compared with other techniques such as 
self-tuning and auto self-tuning techniques. According to the varying parameters of the system, 
online parameter identification systems are required to monitor the parameter variations and 
model the system accurately. Self-tuning banks are applied and combined with MMAE to provide 
accurate fault diagnosis systems. Different parameter identification techniques result in different 
system performances. In this regard, this research investigates the application of Recursive Least 
Square with Forgetting Factor. Different techniques for tuning of forgetting factor value are 
introduced and their results are compared for better performance.  
The organization of this dissertation is as follows: 
Chapter I introduces the structure of the MEMS Lateral Comb Resonator; Chapter II introduces 
the application of control techniques and displacement feedback approach. Chapter III 
investigates the control approach and experimental results. In chapter IV, a new controller is 
introduced and designed for the MEMS trajectory controls. Chapter V is about the fault and 
different techniques of fault diagnosis in MEMS LCRs. Chapter 6 is the future work suggested 
through the current results and observations. Each chapter contains a section to summarize the 
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MEMS Devices: Manufacturing and Parameter Uncertainties 
 
This chapter focuses on the MEMS Lateral Comb Resonators and their manufacturing steps. The 
imperfections in some of the main steps are introduced and their effects on the parameters of the 




1.1 Micro Electro Mechanical System 
As the name of Micro Electro Mechanical Systems implies, they are combination of small 
moving mechanical parts with the electric, electronic excitation or both. MEMS can be used in 
many applications since they are manufactured in different sizes and shapes. The most common 
type of MEMS (which is also investigated in this research) is an electrostatic-excited laterally 
displaced comb shaped sets known as Micro Comb Resonator. Micro comb resonators are used in 
many applications to operate as a sensor or an actuator. 
 
1.2 MEMS Comb Resonators 
Shown in Figure 1.2.1, a comb resonator consists of a moving shuttle, which resonates between 
two sets of stationary comb-shaped parts at both sides. The electrostatic force is generated 
through interaction of DC and an AC voltages applied to the stationary and shuttle combs 
respectively. An opposite sign DC voltage is applied to other set of stationary combs to increase 
the applied force. The shuttle is suspended on top of the bottom plate by means of suspension 
springs (manufactured on the anchors). Suspension springs provide enough force to suspend the 
shuttle and provide a restoring force for returning the shuttle back to the rest position.  
A comb resonator can be used as a sensor or an actuator. An accelerometer measures the 
external rotation/acceleration rates by providing the displacement-sensitive bridges along the 
capacitance existing between the stationary and shuttle comb fingers. As an actuator, a comb 
resonator drives the mass proof of the MEMS gyroscopes. 
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LCRs as fundamental MEMS devices are used in many applications ranging from data storage, 
micro surgery, HDTV, fiber optic switching and signal attenuation, spectrometry and micro 
gyroscope drivers (Wamg, Hong, Brandt, Darrel & Long. 2005), ( Ikuta, Nokota & Aritomi. 1994), 
(Osiander, Firebaugh, Champoin, Farrar & Darrin. 2004), (Fiedziuszko. ), (Shams, Moniuszko 
& Ingham. 2001), (Dellman, Akaiyama, Brian, Gautsch, Guenat, Guldimann, Luginbuhal, Marxer, 
Staufer, DerSchoot & Rooij. 2000).  
 
 
Figure 1.2.1: Lateral comb Lateral Motion Resonator  
 
1.3 LCR Model 
The mathematical model of MEMS helps to present a better understanding of behavior of 
microsystem. Parameter recognition opens a window to unknown phenomena affecting the 
performance of microsystem; however, a complete and precise value of the system’s parameters 
cannot be achieved and presented by mathematical models. MEMS devices in a simple form are 
modeled as a mass spring damper system, shown in Figure 1.3.1, with time and condition-varying 
parameters. A second order differential equation which governs the behavior of the system is 
 
dse FxkxxmF +++= 2&&& β ,                            (1.3.1) 
 
where m  is mass content of the center comb or shuttle, x is the displacement, sk is the spring 
constant on one side of the device, β is the damping coefficient, and dF is force of the load.  
 
Figure 1.3.1: Mass-Spring-Damper system. 
 
The main direction of movement is along the x-axis, as it is shown in Figure 1.3.1, the effective 
Suspension spring 
Bottom plate Anchor 
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value of each parameter is calculated along the main direction of displacement (x).  
 





nF .4 ε−=                  (1.3.2) 
 
where n is the number of comb fingers, ε is the permittivity of air 
with ( )( )220 ./12854.8 mNCe −=ε  , t is the vertical thickness of the fingers, g is the gap between 
stator and translation comb fingers, sb VV ,  are DC voltage applied to the stator combs and AC 
voltage applied to the translation stage (shuttle) respectively. A valid model contains accurate 
values for parameters, but it should be noted that these parameters differ in the fabricated devices 
from their initial and expected values.  
 
Mass Calculations: 
The mass content of the stage can be calculated, considering of polysilicon deposition density 
( )( )3/1533.2 mkge µ−  and the volume of the shuttle. More accurate computations considering the 
effective direction of movement (x-axis) takes more details of the system into account and is 







++=  ,                                                        (1.3.3) 
 
where sm is the mass of the stage, tm the mass of the flexure trusses, and bm is the mass of the 





Spring Constant Calculations: 
The folded spring constant of the device is more effective along the x-axis, however, there is 
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α ,                            (1.3.5) 
where E is the Young modulus, and other dimensions are shown in the Figure 1.3.2. an average 
value was used for the trusses length and a unity value for 1≈α  . The resonant frequency of the 
device considering the mass calculated from (1.3.3) and the spring constant from (1.3.4) results in 
resonant frequency as 
m
k
R =ω .                                                                           (1.3.5) 
Damping Coefficient: 
Damping effect arises from the energy dissipations of a moving plate in a viscous material. 
Damping is modeled in two ways known as Couette flow and squeeze film. Couette damping 
occurs when two parallel plates are moved laterally on top of one another as shown in Figure 1.3.3 
(a). The squeeze film effect occurs when the plates move towards each other and press the 
surrounding material out of the volume shown in Figure 1.3.3 (b).   
 
                             
(a)                                                             (b) 
Figure 1.3.3. The damping coefficient in different movement directions. 
 





β =   ,     (1.3.6) 
where µ is the surrounding gas viscosity, A is the plate area and t is the distance between the 
plates or the gas film thickness. The squeeze film is more effective along the direction of 































,                                                (1.3.7) 
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where sA is the area of the stage, tA is the surface area of trusses, bA is the surface area of the 
flexure beams, δ is the penetration depth of the airflow above the stage, cA is the surface area of 
the comb finger sidewalls and g is the shuttle finger to stationary finger gap. 
As illustrated, the effective mass, spring constant and damping coefficients are related to small 
details in the structure of the device. Geometry of the device, however, is highly affected by the 
manufacturing steps. These effects are accelerated when the device operates in the open air and is 
exposed to humidity, dust and temperature variations. Manufacturing tolerances for a specific 
manufacturer are listed in table 1.1 as an example.  
 
Table 1.1: Parameter variation of a LCR shown in Figure 1.2.1, (Wang. 2004) 
 
These values show that for a fabricated device, small variation in operating conditions and 
manufacturing tolerances in parts of the structure result in parameter variations in the final 
product. Bode plots of an example system with upper and lower boundary values are shown in 
Figure 1.3.4. Upper limits of parameters represent either stiffer spring constants or massive 
shuttles, which cause higher resonant frequencies while lower limit values refer to lower resonant 
frequencies. In this research, the parameters of the device are considered as unknown values, and 
online parameter identifiers (estimators) are used to estimate the parameters of the system. In 
this regard, considering the uncertain parameter values for the system shown by a (^) sign, the 
governing equation of the system is expressed as  
 
dse FxkxxmF +++=




Figure 1.3.4: The shift in the phase and amplitude of LCRs. Deviation between the manufactured and 
desired expected system (Wang. 2004) 
1.4 MEMS Parameter Uncertainties and Manufacturing Steps 
MEMS devices are manufactured in different techniques, one of which is using the sacrificial 
layers made mainly from silicon oxide which are removed to free the layers from one another. 
Different manufacturing steps and several machining stages are required for bulk and surface 
micro machining. Machining procedure on the areas larger than 10 2mµ are called bulk 
micromachining and those on smaller areas are called surface micromachining. Layers, parts, 
joints and containers in MEMS should possess specific mechanical and electrical characteristics. 
The problem occurs when there is an imperfection in the machining procedure, which results in 
different parameters than those expected in the design of the device. Devices with parameters 
other than expected are hard to control and this matter is even worse when the parameters vary 
from device to device and are influenced by environmental and operating conditions.  In the 
following sections of this chapter, the effects of the manufacturing steps on the surfaces, areas, 
sidewalls, body shape and their resultant parameter variations are investigated.  
1.4.1 Material Growth Effects 
Silicon in different forms and configurations are widely used in MEMS structures. These 
material form different parts of a device and are deposited generally in high temperature and 
different deposition rates, resulting specific mechanical and electrical characteristics. Material 
growth usually requires high temperatures which might change the properties of the other 
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deposited parts and interfacing circuits. Polysilicon, for example, contains of several domains 
with different crystalline orientations called ‘grains’. The orientation and size of these domains 
change by heat processing. This might affect the electrical and mechanical properties from those 
expected. Several fabrication steps are used in MEMS manufacturing, which affect the parameters 
of the device, some of them are investigated in the following sections.  
1.4.2 Lithography and Its Effects 
Photolithography is one of the key manufacturing steps in fabrication of MEMS devices, which 
includes covering of specific areas for micromachining. This includes mask alignment, UV 
exposure, baking, and photoresist removing for fabrication. Mask is a pattern which covers some 
parts of the device for microfabrication. Manufacturing of different parts require different photo 
masks. For implementing of a symmetric design on silicon wafer and creating mechanical devices, 
very accurate techniques are required. Masking as a part of photolithography process is one of the 
critical steps which locates the casts of different parts of a mechanical device in the substrate. The 
quality of final product and symmetry of the structure mainly depends on the precision of this 
step. Figure 1.4.2.1 illustrates a catastrophic masking error, which has joint the comb fingers of 
the stationary and shuttle together. In a simpler case, this might just be observed as a very small 
asymmetry in the device, which leaves the lateral displacement unequal on both sides.  
In bulk micro machining, alignment of MEMS device pattern (photomask) with crystalline 
orientation of substrate is also important in many cases to have the surface of the grown material 
smooth. Any rotation from the required orientation will result in ‘knife effect’ meaning that the 
surface is chopped. These types of surfaces may contain deep cracks and sharp edges in higher 
rotation angles. The knife effect is illustrated in Figure 1.4.2.2 and the effect of higher rotation 
angles is shown in Figure 1.4.2.3. 
 
Figure 1.4.2.1: the fingers of the stationary part and the lateral shuttle joint together with lithography 
defects. 
 
In general, lithography can be considered as one of the critical steps in manufacturing of the 
MEMS devices. Parameters such as damping coefficient and spring constant largely vary by small 
fabrication errors. For instance, a 0.2 mµ  reduction in the size of a 5 mµ -wide spring beam is a 4% 
reduction in the width of the spring and results in approximately a 12% change in spring constant, 
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whereas for a 1 mµ -wide spring, reduced by the same amount, the change is 20% which result in 
49% spring constant variations (Gad-el-Hak, M. 2001). 
 
Figure 1.4.2.2: the miss-alignment angle from the wafer orientation (Reddy & Jessing. 2004). 
 
  
Figure 1.4.2.3: The miss-alignment effect in different angles of bulk micromachining or knife effect 
(Reddy & Jessing. 2004). 
 
1.4.3 Effect of Etching Process on Parameters of MEMS 
Etching is defined as removing of a specific material in a specific direction/rate which can be 
done by liquid or gaseous material known as etchants. These materials dissolve the targets in two 
different ways, isotropic and anisotropic, both of which require that the end of the etching process 
be recognized. Isotropic etchants are those that etch all different surfaces at the same rate 
whereas anisotropic which has different etching rates at different directions. In this way, some 
selective surfaces are etched more.  
Anisotropic etchants usually leave a surface too rough in macro-scale. The macroscopic 
roughness, named as notching or pillowing are observed when the center of the etched area has a 
slower average etching rate compared to the borders of that area. The difference can be as large as 
1-2 mµ , which is considerable in a 10-20 mµ  etch length. Over and under-etching deforms the 
cantilevers, spring beams, and surfaces and changes the critical values of the microsystem which 
for instance can be observed as shift in the resonant frequency of the device. Figure 1.4.3.1 shows 
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the notching and roughness effects (Gad-el-Hak. 2001).  
 
Figure 1.4.3.1: Macroscopic and microscopic roughness (Gad-el-Hak. 2001). 
 
1.4.4 Effect of Stress, Stress Gradient, Wearing and Stiction in Deposited 
Films  
Stress: One of the most important sources of nonlinearities is the stress in thin films. Stress is 
originated from different sources such as differences in thermal expansion coefficient of different 
layers and materials, specifically when a thin film is deposited at a higher temperature than other 
layers. Another source of stress is the difference in size of dopant atoms in a thin film layer. For 
example, the differences in size of thermally grown silicon dioxide (SiO2) cause compression, 
because the size of oxide atoms is larger than the lattice size in substrate silicon atoms. Very large 
stress values may result in cracking or delaminating of films and layers. Stress in films can be 
observed as strain or deformation of microstructures. Other effect of stress is observed as the 
change of the resonant frequency of the device as shown in Figure 1.3.4. In a comb resonator 
containing different layers which are deposited individually at different annealing and thermal 
processes, higher stress values are expected. Therefore, temperature variations and 
environmental conditions might change the device’s behavior by directly affecting its parameters.  
Stress Gradient: Changing the stress values by thickness of the layers, which is called stress 
gradient, adds up to nonlinearity of thin films. High stress gradients on thin plates and gears 
result in deformation of spiral shape beams. 
Wearing: When two surfaces rub against each other, the friction between them makes them 
wear. Friction at the microscopic level is similar to that of macro-size bodies. If surfaces are made 
of the same material, they even show more friction and wear faster. In conventional designs, 
surfaces have different materials to reduce the friction. In most of MEMS devices the surfaces that 
rub against each other are made of silicon or polysilicon, and most of the time they operate dry. 
Usually, devices operating at frequencies higher than the resonant frequency wear faster. The 
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wear rate is a function of adhesion of surfaces rubbing against each other. The wearing of the 
device accelerates when surfaces start decaying. Therefore, lifetime of the device is limited by 
friction and operating conditions such as operating frequency and dryness.  
Stiction: One of the most harmful effects on the MEMS device is stiction, which is unintended 
absorption of surfaces and parts. The effect of stiction is shown in Figure 1.4.4.1.  
 
Figure 1.4.4.1: Stiction failure: (a) free-standing cantilever; (b) stiction of the same cantilever (Rogers& 
Phinney. 2001) 
 
The factors that cause stiction are nano-scale surface roughness, large surface areas, 
electrostatic attraction, humidity and hydro-absorbent surfaces. Two main forms of stiction are 
stiction due to release process and “in-use” stiction (Gad-el-Hak. 2001). The main cause of 
stiction in the release process involves capillary forces of the etchants and other washing liquids 
that pull the surfaces and parts together as shown in Figure 1.4.4.1. Trapped charges on the 
surfaces can cause electrostatic attraction and increase the stiction. In addition, an extremely 
humid environment increases the adhesion energy of the parts and elevates the stiction. Water 
has the same effect as that of the release process on the adhesion of the parts. Stiction effect is 
increased after acid releasing process and dissolving of the sacrificial layers.  
1.5 Electrostatic Force 
The electrostatic field around the opening areas experiences field fringing, which affects field 
uniformity and causes forces. The force is affected by distance between the surfaces and shape of 
the bodies facing each other. Much of the related research has neglected the effect of fringing 
fields, although several researchers have attempted to devise a lump formula for it, which 
considers merely the geometry of the plates (Gyimesi, Avdeev & Ostergaad. 2004), (Leus & Elata. 
2004), (Wu, Zhe, Wang, Cheng, Modi & Farmer. ). The main effect of fringing is the change of 
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electrostatic force according to the applied voltages. Another effect in MEMS device involves the 
pull-in voltage. According to inversely proportional relation of the electrostatic force to distance 
of the parts, if the parts are placed closer than 67% of total air gap between them, then the 
increment rate of electrostatic force becomes greater than that of the suspension spring restoring 
force which puts the device into unstable region of operation. In motion control of MEMS devices, 
some of the control efforts are to neutralize the unwanted forces in the device. Asymmetry of 
MEMS structure and devices especially designed for torsion purposes cause production of 
unequal electrostatic force on the bodies. This matter dominates the pull-in voltage effect. 
However, microscopic surface roughness in the large distances between surfaces have no 
significant effect on the electric field distribution of the surfaces.  
Humidity of air surrounding the device increases the stiction of plates and contributes to 
unwanted forces, hence, in micro-scale devices, the electrostatic force is a nonlinear function of 
the quality of interface surrounding material between the plates, shape and distance between 
fingers, release process, roughness of the bulk substrate, and applied voltage. These effects and 
parameter-variations cannot be expressed in a lump formulation of electrostatic force, resulting 
uncertain variation of the force during operation. Table 2.1 briefly introduces the parameter 
variations and their causes in the microfabrication processes. 
 









Stress Stiction Aging 
Mass  •   •      
Spring 
Constant 
•  •  •  •   •  • 
Damping •    •   •     
Electrostatic 
Force 
  •   •   •   
 
1.6 MEMS Control Trends 
The focus of this research is on the control of the MEMS device considering their parameter 
uncertainties and fault conditions. Different configurations of controllers are considered for the 
control of the trajectory of the MEMS comb resonators in different types of fault occurrence in 
their system. Different types of fault are physically manufactured and tested for the control of 
shuttle locations. Previous research show the application of off-line system identifiers combined 
with controllers. The application of digital controllers to compensate for the imperfect structure 
of gyroscopes has also been studied. In this research, the continuous time adaptive controllers are 
designed and implemented in real time control board dSPACE DS1103. The feedback of the 
location of the shuttle is provided using optical technique called through wafer optical 
monitoring. A survey shows different types of controllers have been applied for MEMS control 
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purposes ranging from open loop and PID control to advanced controls such as sliding mode, 
feedback linearization, and adaptive techniques (Wang, Dawson, Hornak, Famouri &Ghaffarian), 
(Chueung, Horowitz and Howe. 1995), (Chen, Famouri, & Hornak. 1999), (Dawson, Wang, Chen, 
Famouri & Hornak. 2000), (Park, Horowitz & Tan. 2001), (Wang. 2004), (Wu, Zhe, Wang, 













In this chapter, the principle of the control approach is investigated. The concept of Adaptive 
control in forms of Model Reference and Self-Tuning are introduced and developed for MEMS 
applications. Other control techniques are also applied for specific problems observed in MEMS. 
The principles of displacement monitoring in form of through wafer monitoring and capacitive 
measurement are also illustrated in this chapter.  
2.1 Introduction to Control 
Micro Electro Mechanical Systems are a very important part of the sophisticated applications and 
are used to enhance the functionality of specific devices under different conditions. As mentioned 
earlier the time and condition varying parameters of the MEMS suggests for an active control to 
reach high performance operations and controls. Adaptive controllers provide robust control 
systems with high trajectory control performances. Following sections investigate the control of 
the MEMS under fault conditions; adaptive control approach provides better performance than 
that of robust control which requires a known boundary of parameter variations. The structure 
and concept of adaptive control methods used in this research are introduced in the next sections. 
2.1.1 Adaptive control 
Adaptive control is defined as the combination of a parameter estimator and a control law for a 
class of systems with unknown or time-varying parameters. Different techniques of parameter 
estimation, control laws and their combination provide various types of adaptive controllers. In 
this research, the direct and indirect adaptive control approaches are investigated. Direct adaptive 
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control or Model Reference Adaptive controllers adapt the gains of the controller without the 
need for exact values of the system parameters. In the indirect or self-tuning adaptive control 
technique, the gains of the controller are determined through a function which relates the system 
parameters to the controller gains. In this approach, an estimation of the system parameters is 
required that can be obtained by parameter identification techniques. The self-tuning controller 
(estimation based) can be combined with any other type of control law. This allows the 
application of very robust variable structure controllers combined with system identification 
units.  
 
2.1.2 Model Reference Adaptive Controller 
The structure of a Model Reference Adaptive Controller (MRAC) is introduced in Figure 2.2.1 
where Gm is the model’s transfer function, Gp is the plant’s transfer function, and u is the control 
command. A reference input is applied to the model and generated output is the model reference. 
The output of the plant is compared with that of the model where the error in between is called 
tracking error. The adaptation unit generates suitable gains for controller to have the plant 
controlled by the model reference output. The main concern in this controller is the relative 
degree of the plant and order of the system. Different approaches are taken for systems with 
relative degrees higher than one and none strictly positive real systems (See Appendix A). The 




Figure 2.2.1, Model Reference Adaptive Controller for Strictly Positive Real Systems.  
2.1.3 Self-Tuning 
Self-tuning controllers have online parameter estimators and control parameter computation 
units. The controller gains are computed indirectly and require the estimated parameters of the 
system, so that the controller is called indirect or self-tuning. Figure 2.2.3.1 shows the self-tuning 
controllers structure.  
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Figure 2.2.3.1, Self tuning control system 
 
As it is seen the parameter identifier estimates the parameters of the plant, then the function 
),( ωθf computes the gains of the controller. The self-tuning techniques require persistently 
exciting signals of a suitable degree meaning that the signal in the input and output of the plant 
should contain enough variations. There are different types of identifiers which are used in 
different cases and systems.  
2.2 Displacement Feedback Techniques 
Displacement of MEMS LCR can be measured by different techniques such as capacitive sensing 
and laser optical beam. Capacitive measurement technique is based on the variations in 
capacitance between moving parts. In this technique, an extra capacitive shape structure is 
required to transform the displacement into electrical signals. Other techniques make use of 
optical methods for measuring of displacement. The main approach applied in this proposal is 
focused on the through wafer optical measurement technique. The displacement information 
which is encoded optical signal is extracted through a data recovery unit. These techniques are 
illustrated in the following sections.  
2.2.1 Electrostatic Sensing 
In MEMS Micro Comb Resonators, the stationary comb fingers and those of the shuttle provide 
sets of capacitance which are ideally equal at both sides. When the shuttle is displaced, the 
balance of capacitance at both sides is disturbed. The capacitance variation is directly 
proportional to the displacement of the shuttle. Considering the capacitance value at the rest 





 to initial value and decreases 


























where (Csp) is the positive (increment) and (Csn) is the decremented values. Figure 2.3.1.1 shows 
the capacitance variation and displacement measurement. 
 




2.2.2 Optical Displacement Monitoring 
The displacement of the device can be measured through the optical waveform variation passing 
through the moving parts. Optical beam can be produced by a laser source at wavelength 1310nm 
or by a Doppler laser beam. Figure 2.3.2.1 shows the through wafer monitoring technique with a 
laser source.  
The laser beam can pass through the openings on the shuttle of MEMS and is blocked elsewhere, 
which produces pulses that contain the displacement information. The optical encoded waveform 
requires a data recovery unit designed by (Wang, 2005) to extract the location of the shuttle 
instantaneously.  The through wafer optical monitoring system consists of a laser wave-guide 




Figure 2.3.2.1: Through waver optical monitoring, multi mode detector fiber and die position (Dawson, 
2004) . 
 
Two bulk lenses used to concentrate the laser beam and let it cross through MEMS die substrate 
which is fully polished by the polisher of 0.1 micron in order to reduce the laser beam chattering 
and reduction in beam loss. The laser coming out of the die is collected and conducted to a 
detector through a multi-mode detector fiber optic probe which houses a single–mode optical 
fiber. As the shuttle “center comb” moves, its body cuts the laser beam through the openings and 
produces pulses. The detector then experiences the intensity changes of the beam due to the 
shuttle displacement, therefore the output voltage of detector contains displacement information 




Figure 2.3.2.2: The openings on the moving stage, the concentration of the laser beams on the device and 
the direction of the movement. 
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The alignment of output laser beam emitter and detector fiber optic collector is a critical point, 
which allows the maximum beam being collected to increase the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). The 
2-micrometer wide openings, which let the laser beam cross through, are shown in Figure 2.3.2.2.  
2.2.3 Enabling Doppler Laser for Displacement Monitoring of LCRs 
The displacement auto-recovery unit, described in previous section, can extract the displacement 
from the peaks and valleys on the optical waveforms. The optical waveform can be obtained from 
through wafer or Doppler Laser system. Through wafer optical monitoring technique requires 
polishing of the die to decrease the beam scattering; in addition, the alignment of beam on the 
openings of shuttle is challenging.  
 
2.2.3.1 System description 
A Doppler laser velocimeter can be used to optically monitor the lateral displacement of 
microsystem. The Doppler laser measurement system uses a reference beam and a measurement 
beam. The variation in reflected measurement beam phase, relative to that of the reference beam, 
returns a signal proportional to the velocity of the surface reflecting the measurement beam 
relative to the surface reflecting the reference beam. 
These changes in the velocimeter signal that arise from the translation of a grating structure in 
the LCR shuttle through the measurement beam are used to infer position information. This 
motion is shown in Figures 2.3.3.1.1.a, b and the optical beam placement on the device is shown in 
Figure 2.3.3.1.2. Given that the velocity measured by this velocimeter system corresponds to 
motion in the direction parallel to the beam propagation, prominent transitions in the 
velocimeter signal occur only as the edges of the released polysilicon layer pass through the 
measurement beam. This generates the peak-valley points in the optical data shown in Figure 














Fig. 2.3.3.1.2. Openings on the moving stage (Top View).  
 
As mentioned earlier, the advantage of this method is a high Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) 
compared to the traditional through-wafer monitoring technique and an easy laser beam 
placement on the device as shown in Figure 2.3.3.1.2. Interested readers in data recovery 
technique and instantaneous displacement monitoring are referred to (Dawson, Chen, Brown, 



















The delicate structure of Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) limits their reliability in 
cases of fault occurrence. Control systems can enhance their reliability of operation by providing 
fault-robust systems. This chapter illustrates a method for the safe operation of Lateral Comb 
Resonators (LCR) under fault conditions. Different types of fault are fabricated at chip level and 
experimentally tested in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the reliability enhancement of 
operation in LCRs. Mass change and folded spring structural defects influence the device’s 
behavior and reduce its reliability of operation. Here, Model Reference Adaptive Controllers are 
effectively used to enhance the reliability of faulty devices. Reliable operation of a +5% additional 
mass considering environmental conditions and asymmetries on the device, demand almost 80% 
higher control effort whereas +20% in case of broken trusses or +46% in case of adhesion point 
fault on a beam of folded springs. The simulation and experiment results demonstrate successful 
application of MRAC for reliable operation of LCRs by providing a fault-robust system. 
In the second part of this chapter theoretical symmetric structure of MEMS devices are 
investigated. Electrostatic force is effective only along the axis of displacement and is neutralized 
elsewhere. This force is not a function of the distance between the stationary and the moving 
(shuttle) plates in the direction of the movement. However, manufacturing imperfections and 
fault conditions make the device operate asymmetrically and cause rotation of the shuttle 
structure in a lateral gap-closing direction, putting the device in an unstable region of operation 
(pull-in voltage limit). In this region, the rotated structure experiences an extra force which pulls 
the device into the region of instability beyond the pull-in voltage limits. This chapter illustrates 
the application of variable structure controllers to correct such behavior and to compensate for 
the uncertainties that exist in the microsystem parameters. The controller is equipped with a self-
tuning parameter estimation block and is designed to control the Lateral Comb Resonators under 
both normal and fault conditions. The controller utilizes through-wafer optical monitoring to 
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provide the position feedback signal. The controller is implemented in a real-time control board 
and is experimentally verified to demonstrate the effectiveness of the control method under 
different operating conditions. 
3.1 Reliability Enhancement 
3.1.1 Introduction  
Increasing complexity and integration level of MEMS devices demand high-level controllers in 
order to achieve the desired performance in their applications. The high uncertainties of their 
parameters caused by manufacturing processes of MEMS also dictate the need for sophisticated 
controllers. To date, development of control schemes for MEMS is behind compared to their 
fabrication and structure design (Bryzek & Abbot. 2004). There is an enormous effort currently 
underway to mathematically model MEMS devices under different operating conditions and fault 
occurrence to identify their dynamics and enhance their reliability (Kolpekwar, Kellen & Balnton. 
1999), (Kolpekwar, Blanton. 1997), (Schanwald, Schwank, Sneigowski, Walsh, Smith, Petterson, 
Shaneyfelt, Winkur, Smith & Doyle. 1998), (Rosing, Richardson, Dorey & Peyton. 1999), (Brown 
& Jansen. ), (Samper &Trigg. 2003), (Tsuchiya, Tabata, Sakata & Taga. 1997), (Srikar & 
Senturia. 2002), (Li & Thompson. 2005). Reliability enhancement techniques mostly address the 
structure reinforcement in thin film depositions which are being evaluated under different 
conditions such as shock. The control techniques, however, can enhance the reliability and elevate 
the system’s robustness with the existing structures under severe conditions and sometimes-
permanent deformations such as fault. 
Lateral comb resonators, used in many applications such as gyroscopes and prime movers of 
microsystems, are of particular interest in this section. Manufacturing steps and fault in 
microsystems initiate asymmetries and degrade the performance of the device.  
Environmental conditions such as humidity and air pressure for those devices which operate in 
the air or for those which lose vacuum conditions, initiate air squeeze film and change the 
dynamics of the device. Temperature and storage conditions also affect the system’s operation 
over time (Park, Horowitz & Tan. 2001), (Wu, Zhe, Wang, Cheng, Modi & Farmer. ), (Reddy & 
Jessing. 2004), (Rogers, Phinney. 2001), (Judy. 2001), (Gad-el-Hak. 2001). Fault in 
microsystems can be modeled as local defects, parameter tolerance, design problems, operation 
and/or system level faults (Schanwald, Schwank, Sneigowski, Walsh, Smith, Petterson, 
Shaneyfelt, Winkur, Smith & Doyle. 1998). Fault can also be categorized as follows: 
 
• Fault as change in structure of the device  
• Fault resulting from environnemental contamination (i.e. pollution) 
• Fault as change in operating environment  
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Structural changes can cause permanent deformation in the geometry of the device; for 
example, short circuits may joint the parts of the device together. Deformation in the device’s 
geometry may also be caused by broken parts in the device such as broken suspension springs or 
fingers (in the lateral comb resonator). In any of these cases, the resultant asymmetry changes the 
behavior of the system and causes a deviation from the desired output, which can be categorized 
as fault. For open-air applications of MEMS comb resonators or those with faulty package 
containers, the weight and size of the particles in their surroundings might limit the movement of 
the device and cause a fault in the structure of the microsystem. For instance, small particles can 
fall underneath the suspension springs or moving plates and act like an anchor and, as a result, 
change the spring constant values, limit the mobility of the device, and cause asymmetries. If a 
considerably heavy particle falls on the shuttle of the device, it might be observed as a mass 
change in the microsystem and change the behavior of the device and may therefore be 
considered as fault. Other types of behavioral change might occur because of changes in the 
operating environment of the microsystem. Change in the viscosity, temperature, pressure, or 
humidity of the surrounding material causes stiction and electromagnetic radiation and might 
result in behavioral change and consequently be recognized as fault. The fault in the microsystem 
can be modeled as changes of the mass, spring constant and/or damping coefficient. Much 
research has addressed the control of uncertain parameter systems such as MEMS devices. In this 
regard, open-loop controllers as well as closed-loop controllers (i.e. conventional PID) are 
designed according to the known parameters of the microsystem (Izadian, Hornak &Famouri. 
2006), (Garcia, et. al .1995), (Wang, Dawson, Hornak, Famouri & Ghaffarian. 2004), (Dawson, 
Wang, Chen, Famouri & Hornak. 2000). Advanced controllers make use of offline and online 
system identification techniques (Park, Horowitz & Tan. 2001), (Izadian, Hornak &Famouri. 
2006), (Garcia, et. al .1995), (Wang, Dawson, Hornak, Famouri & Ghaffarian. 2004), (Dawson, 
Wang, Chen, Famouri & Hornak. 2000), (Wang, Dawson, Chen, Famouri & Hornak. 2000), 
(Chen. Famouri & Hornak. 1999), (Chueung, Horowitz, Howe. 1995), (Khamesse, Kato & 
Nakamaura. 2003), (Izadian, Hornak & Famouri. 2007), (Park & Horowitz. 2003), (Shkel, 
Horowitz & Seshia, Park & Howe. 1999), (Leland. 2006). In most of these cases, the capacitive 
variation is the basis of displacement measuring techniques (Garcia, et. al .1995), (Chueung, 
Horowitz, Howe. 1995), (Park & Horowitz. 2003), (Shkel, Horowitz & Seshia, Park & Howe. 
1999).  
This section of the chapter utilizes Model Reference Adaptive Controllers to enhance the 
reliability and robustness of Lateral Comb Resonators under severe parameter variations such as 
fault without reinforcement of the structure. The effect of fault on the folded spring configuration 
and mass content of the device is modeled and fabricated in different forms to be experimentally 
tested in trajectory tracking control. The displacement along the x-axis is recorded by optical 
monitoring means and the difference between the recorded and the desired trajectory is used to 
update the controller gains. Three types of fault are considered for the experiment: 1). A five 
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percent additional mass built on the shuttle of the device, 2). A point adhesion fault on the beam 
of the folded suspension spring, and 3). Broken trusses on one side of the folded suspension 
springs. Real-time control board dSPACE® is used to implement the controller and test the 
reliable operation of LCRs during fault. Reliable trajectory control of these devices is therefore 
simulated and experimentally verified. 
3.1.2 Controller Design 
As illustrated in chapter 1, LCR devices contain uncertain parameters, and fault occurrence 
dominates their parameter variation. Thus, adaptive controllers can be applied to enhance the 
reliability level of microsystem. Consider two expressions for the system and its model, in which 
the model contains known values for the mass, spring constant and damping coefficient as the 
one expressed in (1.3.1), and the system contains values different from those of the model and is 
expressed in (1.3.8). The structures of the model and system are considered the same and 
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== ,                                                   (3.1.2.2) 
 
where 21, mm aa are the model’s desired coefficients, mk  is model’s gain. r(t) is the input signal to 
the model, ym(t) the resultant output signal, and p the Laplace operator. The plant has the same 
order as that of the model with uncertain parameters in a non-Strictly Positive Real (non-SPR) 
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3.1.2.1 Controller Design Procedure 
The structure of MRAC is explained in details in (Slotine & Li. 1991) and (Ioannou & Fian. 
2006), but for the convenience of the readers, the design procedure is illustrated in simple steps 
as follows: 
 
Step 1: A control law with constant coefficients, shown by (*), to be designed, is considered for 










)( θωθωθ +++=  ,                                               (3.1.2.5) 
 
where r is the input signal, 1ω  and 2ω  are filtered signals of the input and output of the plant 
respectively. The coefficients of 1θ and 02 ,θθ are control parameters. Since the plant parameters 
are unknown, we consider an estimate of the control coefficients at time t to form the control 
command as 
 
pytttrtktu )()()()()( 02211 θωθωθ +++= .                                          (3.1.2.6) 
 
The control command )(tu  is the applied voltage to the shuttle and based on (1.3.1), the 
required force is generated for the model (3.1.2.1). (Please see Fig. 3.1.2.1.1).  
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where θ  is a 12 1 ×n  vector of controller parameters, and ω  is a 12 1 ×n  vector of the 
corresponding filtered signals. Then the control command is written as 
)()( ttu T ωθ= .                                                             (3.1.2.8) 
 












.                                                              (3.1.2.9) 
 
where yu,  are the input signals for 21,ωω filters respectively and H is a ( ) ( )11 11 −×− nn  matrix 
such that ( )H,Λ is controllable. 
 
Step 4: The estimation error is defined as the difference between the actual value and its 
estimates as 
 
)()( * tt φθθ += ,                                                           (3.1.2.10) 
 
where )(tφ is the estimation error. Tracking error is defined as the error between the output of the 










= .                                                        (3.1.2.11) 
 
Step 5: The controller parameters are updated according to the following adaptation technique 
 
)()()sgn( ttek p ωγθ −=
& ,                                                       (3.1.2.12) 
 
where γ is a positive number and is called the adaptation gain. It should be noted that the sign of 
k* in (3.1.2.11) is the same as that of kp.  
 
Step 6: in a non-SPR system (see appendix A), the augmented error technique is used. This 
method is based on the addition of an augmentation signal )(tη with an adaptive coefficient )(tα to 
the tracking error )(te which is expressed as 
 
)()()()( tttet ηαε += .                                                    (3.1.2.13) 
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where )(tη is defined as 
 
ωφωφη Tmm
T pGpGt )()()( −= .                                              (3.1.2.14) 
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Figure 2.2.3.1 shows the controller structure of the model reference adaptive for systems with a 
relative degree one, and Figure 3.1.2.1.1 shows the augmentation technique in model reference 
adaptive control of an LCR system.  
 
Fig. 3.1.2.1.1.  Model Reference Adaptive Control for non-SPR systems, adaptation technique and error 
augmentation technique. 
 
Proof of Stability: The stability of this controller can be found in several references such as 
(Slotine & Li. 1991) and (Ioannou & Fian. 2006). 
 
3.1.3 Reliability Evaluation: Simulation and Experimental Results 
3.1.3.1 Simulation Results 
Simulations of designed controllers under mass, spring constant and damping uncertainties are 
investigated in this section. Different types of uncertainties act differently on the output and 
impose different control effort on the controller. Reliable operation of LCRs under fault 
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conditions suggests that a control command be applied to the device. In an ideal case, the model 
contains the following values: 
102090.2 −= em ( kg ), 709.7 −= eβ , 0269.0=sk .  
3.1.3.1.1  Uncertainties on Mass of the Device 
Uncertainties on mass of the shuttle arise from several imperfect manufacturing steps. For test 
purposes, we have fabricated an additional 5% mass change on the shuttle of the device. For 
simulation and demonstration of fault tolerant controllers, we consider more mass change and 
increase this value in order to determine the allowable upper limit of these variations for a 
reliable operation. Figure 3.1.3.1.1 shows the tracking performance of a case with 10-times mass 
variation. Fast adaptation and zero error achievement are shown in Figure 3.1.3.1.2. As shown in 
Figure 3.1.3.1.3, the controller effort is very little in the case of mass change unless there exist 
another source of uncertainty in the system such as aging or stiction. In the experiment results 
section, we will explore these effects on the microsystem. 
3.1.3.1.2  Uncertainties on Damping Coefficient 
Operating conditions and surrounding material cause damping coefficient variations. Under-
damped systems usually show longer movements and slower oscillation decay. In the case of a 
change in damping coefficient, a device that is simulated with as high as five times the actual 
damping of the system, MRAC can still provide near to zero tracking error at an acceptable 
control effort to compensate for the variations. The tracking profile in this case is shown in Figure 
3.1.3.1.4. Tracking error reaches zero rapidly as the adaptation is completed. As it is seen, 
damping coefficient uncertainties are modeled as phase shift in the output of the actual system. 
The controller does not require very much effort to compensate for the phase shift. 
 




Fig. 3.1.3.1.2.  Tracking error profile of MRAC in mass uncertainty case 
 
Fig. 3.1.3.1.3.  Modeling the effect of mass uncertainties on control command generated by MRAC. 
 
Fig. 3.1.3.1.4.  Damping coefficient uncertainty modeling, performance of the tracking control, and 
tracking error profile are shown. 
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Fig. 3.1.3.1.5.  Spring constant uncertainty modeling, tracking control performance and tracking error 
signal of Lateral Comb Resonator. 
 
Fig. 3.1.3.1.6.  Modeling the effect of spring constant uncertainty on control command generated by 
MRAC. 
 
3.1.3.1.3  Uncertainties on Spring Constant 
Spring constant variations result in significant behavioral changes in the device. Symmetric 
displacement is mainly influenced by folded spring structure. Resonant frequency is also shifted 
by variations of spring constant values. Figure 3.1.3.1.5 shows the tracking performance of the 
device with a spring constant twice the desired value. As Figure 3.1.3.1.5 shows, tracking error 
rapidly reaches zero as time increases. Figure 3.1.3.1.6 shows higher control efforts to compensate 
for the spring constant uncertainties in order to achieve a reliable operation in this case. 
 
3.1.3.2 Experimental Results 
The experiments were carried out on three different fabricated devices as described as follows: 
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Three different devices, each with a different type of fault, were fabricated in order to test the 
reliability of operation of MEMS under fault conditions. Each of these cases was individually 
investigated using dSPACE, a real-time control board. Detailed design specifications of LCRs, 
their parameter values and dimensions can be found in (Konduparthi. 2005). 
 
Case 1: A five-percent extra mass was fabricated on the shuttle of the device in order to 
represent the type of fault occurring in polluted environments and devices with variable loads. 
Reliable operation of LCRs under these conditions would expand their application in harsh 
environments. The effects of aging and environmental operating conditions were also taken into 
account by using an aged device to demonstrate reliable operation long after a manufacturing 
process that resulted in multiple uncertainties in the parameters. Reliable tracking performance 
of a desired trajectory under multiple-parameter variations is shown in Figure 3.1.3.2.1. In the 
case of multiple uncertainties in the device, the controller generated almost 80% stronger signals 
than the input-reference, achieving the reliable operation shown in Figure 3.1.3.2.2. Note that the 
aging limited the displacement and, as it is shown in Figure 3.1.3.2.3, over a period of 4 weeks it 
reduced the displacement of the device by 42.8%. 
 
 
Fig. 3.1.3.2.1.  Experiment results case one, tracking performance of a Lateral Comb Resonator with 





Fig. 3.1.3.2.2.  Experiment results case one, a) Reference input signal, b) Control Effort; multiple 
uncertainties controlled by MRAC. 
 
Case 2: Spring constant variations might occur during the fabrication process or presence of 
fault (fractures) and/or by random shocks entering to the structure of the device. Pollution and 
stiction might also result in spring constant variations. In this case, trusses of one side of the 
folded springs of a fabricated device, shown in Figure 3.1.3.2.4, were broken (thus changing the 
spring constant) in order to investigate reliable operation of LCR in the presence of asymmetries 
in suspension springs. Reliable tracking control of a desired trajectory under fault conditions is 
shown in Figure 3.1.3.2.5. In this case, the device experienced asymmetries in its displacement 
that increased the probability of an electric short circuit between the moving and stationary 
plates. In addition, the respective displacements of the two sides did not coincide (due to the 
difference in spring constant value), which resulted in the plates being placed non-uniformly 
along the original displacement path. The controller in this case generated about 20% higher 
efforts than the input-reference in Case 1, with almost 80% higher values for reliable operation. 
The control effort is shown in Figure 3.1.3.2.6. Thus, In case of fault in the microsystem, the 




Fig. 3.1.3.2.3.  The effect of aging on the displacement of Lateral Comb Resonator. Stiction and wearing 
on the device result in lower displacements. (Experimental results) 
 
 
Fig. 3.1.3.2.4.  The device with broken trusses and asymmetric displacement. Picture by WVU MEMS 
Research Group.  
 
 
Fig. 3.1.3.2.5.  The trajectory control of the broken trusses device on the suspension spring beam, case two 




Fig. 3.1.3.2.6.  The applied reference voltage and the Control Command of MRAC, case two of the 
experiments. 
 
Case 3: Limitation of displacement can also occur by anchoring the folded springs on one side. 
By doing this, displacement is limited in one side due to shorter spring beams. It requires 
additional effort from the controller to have the device operate in a tracking mode. Reliable 
operation of the device is critical in this regard. To simulate this type of failure and demonstrate 
reliable operation with a controller, a point fault adhesion was fabricated on the beam of one side 
of the folded springs, shown in Figure 3.1.3.2.7. Applying the controller, reliable tracking 
performance of the device was achieved and shown in Figure 3.1.3.2.8. In this case, stiffer springs 
with higher spring constant values required 46% additional effort than the input-reference. The 
corresponding control command is shown in Figure 3.1.3.2.9. Tracking error in the recent cases 










Fig. 3.1.3.2.8.  Trajectory tracking control performance; Case of the point adhesion on folded springs. 
 
 
Fig. 3.1.3.2.9.  The control effort and applied reference input to the system in case three of experiments.  
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3.2 Shuttle Rotation Control of MEMS Lateral Comb Resonators Under Fault 
3.2.1 Introduction  
The structure of Lateral Comb Resonators (LCR) experiences rotation under conditions of over-
excitation, over-loading and the occurrence of fault. Ideally, the equal distance of the shuttle 
fingers from the stationary comb fingers generates equal absorption at both sides for the shuttle 
finger and leaves the device stationary except at the main direction of movement. Therefore, the 
generated electrostatic force along the direction of movement becomes a function of the constant 
inter-digit side gaps of the comb drives. In reality, however, imperfect manufacturing steps and 
parameter variations can cause structural asymmetries and influence the motion of the device 
(Gal-el-Hak. 2002). The occurrence of fault can also influence the symmetrical motion and push 
the device toward instability. 
The system’s parameter values—such as the mass, spring constant and damping coefficient—
possess uncertain variations among different devices of similar design and might change during 
the operation. Moreover, occurrence of a fault could result in asymmetries in the output 
displacement of the microsystem and make the shuttle rotate along the point of fault. Rotation of 
the shuttle makes the gap closing uneven and locates the shuttle fingers in a closer position to the 
stationary combs. This non-uniform gap closing would result in extra attraction force production 
in both the x-and y-axes and results in the pull-in voltage effect (Senturia. 2001) in the side-gaps 
of LCR fingers. The occurrence of fault and its resultant shuttle rotation are explained in detail in 
the problem definition section (3.2.2).  
In some applications (such as gyroscope arrays), a number of LCRs with different parameters 
are required in order to be controlled to follow the same pattern and resonate coherently. In this 
case, there is a need for precise control of these devices to follow the desired trajectories 
regardless of their different parameter values and variations. Conventional controllers (Wang, 
Dawson, Hornak, Famouri & Ghaffarian. 2004) can control the displacement, but they require the 
precise values of the system parameters (Chueung, Horowitz, & Howe. 1995), (Chen, Famouri, & 
Hornak. 1999).  Therefore, higher-level controllers are required for systems with uncertain 
parameters (Dawson, Wang, Chen, Famouri & Hornak. 2000), (Park, Horowitz, & Tan. 2001), 
(Khamesse, Kato & Nakamura. 2003). 
Variable Structure Controllers (VSC) were developed in the early 1950s in the Soviet Union in 
order to stabilize the control systems (Utkin. 1992). Applying sliding mode theory to variable 
structure controls introduces the concept of sliding surfaces, which separates regions of operation 
into sliding and non-sliding parts. Switching surfaces determines the sign of the control 
command according to the sliding direction (Huna, Gao & Hung. 1993). Generally, variable 
structure controllers are robust and perform well under parameter uncertainties and noise (Huna, 
Gao & Hung. 1993), (Young. 1978). They also perform tracking well under transient conditions 
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(Furuta, Kosuge & Kobayashi. 1989), (Friedland. 1996). Self-tuning estimators can generate a 
precise and hypothetical model of Lateral Comb Resonator for variable structure controllers. A 
combination of the Self-Tuning and Variable Structure Controller (STVSC) provides an accurate 
model of the system and acts as a robust switching controller (Xu, Heng & Wang. 1996). Furuta in 
(Furuta, Kosuge & Kobayashi. 1989) has introduced the application of the variable structure 
controller to unknown parameter plants using minimum variance and least square techniques.  
This section provides a second order model with uncertain parameters for LCRs and 
investigates the shuttle rotation and pull-in voltage effect due to fault. The fault is modeled as an 
adhesion point on the shin of the folded springs, and parameter uncertainty is modeled as a 5% 
additional mass on the shuttle of a separate device. These two devices are designed and fabricated 
to experimentally validate the effectiveness of Self-Tuning Variable Structure Controllers in 
controlling of LCRs under both normal and near pull-in voltage limit conditions.  
 
 
3.2.2 Problem Definition 
Occurrence of fault in the microsystem might change the symmetry of shuttle’s displacement. 
For example, a particle attached underneath the suspension spring or a fracture on the flexure 
arm could limit the displacement on one side and result in rotation of the shuttle. To 
experimentally show the effect of the limiting point adhesion fault, a device with an anchor on the 
shin of the folded spring structure was fabricated (Figure 3.1.3.2.7). Displacement of the shuttle 
along the x-axis results in rotation of the stage through angle α  from its initial location along the 
point adhesion (Figure 3.2.2.1). This rotation produces an uneven gap closing along the y-axis, 
orthogonal to the direction of movement. This may change the force balance in that direction and 
result in more attraction in one side with respect to the other side of the comb fingers. Figure 
3.2.2.2 shows the schematics of one inter-digit force balancing under normal and fault conditions. 
In the case of longer displacement, the shuttle comb fingers become closer in position to the 
stationary combs and make the system behave more like a set of parallel plate actuators in gap 
closing in the y-axis direction. This phenomenon produces an extra force along the rotated angle 
of the device by generating two force components on the x and y-axes, both of which contribute to 






Fig. 3.2.2.1. Schematic demonstration of the rotation of the shuttle in long displacement in the presence of 
the point fault adhesion. (To better show the shuttle rotation, the amount of rotation is exaggerated). 
 
 
Fig. 3.2.2.2. Rotation of the shuttle and the force generation in x and y-axes due to the adhesion point.  
 
Similar to parallel plate actuators, if the gap g2 is smaller than 2/3 of the total gap g1, the device 
becomes unstable. Then the force along the x-axis becomes dependent on the distance of the 
plates (g2) which at a certain point produces a pull-in voltage effect (Senturia. 2001). The rotation 
angle depends on the amount of displacement along the x-axis, where the natural positive 
feedback of the electrostatic force introduces more complexities to the control of the device. 
Under these conditions, STVSC is employed to mitigate the uncertain parameter variations and 
control the trajectories beyond the pull-in limits under fault conditions. 
3.2.3 Self-Tuning Estimator 
The self-tuning systems adjust the parameters of a hypothetical system and match the output of 
the hypothetical system with that of the actual system. Different parameter estimators are used 
depending on the characteristics of the system. In systems with highly varying dynamics or those 
with sub-dynamics, the gradient method is commonly used. As the sets of input-output change, 
the self-tuning estimator is updated in order to follow the zero estimation error. In this chapter, 
the gradient method is applied to follow the parameter variations from different devices and 
during the operation (fault).  
Considering a model follower controller (Model based VS), the dynamics of the model (with 
known parameters) and that of the plant (with unknown parameters) in general nth-order systems 
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,                                                 (3.2.3.1) 
 
where my is the hypothesized model’s output and mU is the model’s input. pU and py are the 
related input-output values applied to LCR (plant). Pp BA ,  are the plant system and input 
matrices respectively, and MM BA , are the corresponding system and input matrices of the model. 
Filtering the input-output equation using an nth order monic polynomial yields the matrix form 
system as (for mathematical derivations please see (Slotine & Li. 1991)) 
 
wy .θ= ,                                                               (3.2.3.2) 
 
where 
Tθ  is a n2 vector containing the unknown coefficients, and w is a n2 vector containing the 
filtered signals 
 




















= ,                                          (3.2.3.4) 
 
where 
0A is the aforementioned filtering polynomial with known 
coefficients ]...[ 110 −nααα and p is the Laplace operator. During the adaptation process, plant 
parameters are adjusted such that the estimation error reaches zero. Applying the estimated 
values θ̂ , the estimated output is obtained as 
 
wy θ̂ˆ = ,                                                       (3.2.3.5) 
 
The difference between the plant’s output and that of the model is the estimation error |e , and is 
computed as 
 
yye −= ˆ| .                                                            (3.2.3.6) 
 
The parameter adaptation technique depends on the estimation error, a corresponding filtered 
signal and the adaptation gain which determines the adaptation rates. It can be obtained as 
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,                                                               (3.2.3.7) 
 
where 00 >P  is the adaptation gain. The self-tuning technique considering the parameter 




V = ,                                                             (3.2.3.8) 
yields: 
0<V&  .                                                                   (3.2.3.9) 
 
Global stability of the self-tuning gradient estimator is therefore proven (Levine. 1996), where 
θ
~
is the parameter estimation error. This assures the zero estimation error of the estimator and 
its convergence in a proper time, i.e. 
 
0| →⇒∞→ et .                                                       (3.2.3.10) 
 
3.2.4 Self-Tuning Variable Structure Controller 
In the previous section, the model estimating technique was introduced and explained. In this 
section, fundamentals of variable structure controllers are described and applied to the self-
tuning unit.  
Variable Structure Controllers are high-speed feedback systems that switch between two values. 
The purpose of the switching is to drive systems (in this case: LCRs) with unknown parameters to 
follow a specified trajectory called the “switching surface,” also known as the “sliding surface” 
(Levine. 1996). The first stage of designing a variable structure controller is to design a switching 
surface in which the LCR device can be controlled at stable and unstable equilibrium points. 
(Furuta,Young. 1978), (Furuta, Kosuge & Kobayashi. 1996), (Furuta. 1991) have shown that a 
sliding sector can be applied instead of the sliding surface with a specific control law. The second 
stage is to design the switching control law and drive LCRs to follow a desired trajectory. In this 
regard, Liu Hsu et. al. (Hus & Lizarralde. 1996) have introduced variable structure controllers 
without the need for derivatives of the corresponding signals. In the following section, the VSC’s 
control law is discussed according to its application in Micro Electro Mechanical Systems. 
3.2.4.1 Switching Surface Design 
The existence conditions of the control law are presented in (Young. 1978) and (Hus & 
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Lizarralde. 1996). We assume that the conditions hold with the same matrices in equation 
(3.2.3.1). In the STVSC, the model is estimated and updated recursively until zero error 
conditions are obtained. The switching hypersurfaces, s , are hyperplanes (Young. 1978) if  
 
0| == Ges ,                                                          (3.2.4.1.1) 
 
where G is the gain-switching matrix, and ),...,( 1 n
T
sss =  defines the sliding mode surfaces. The 
design objective is to find the gains of the controller and a gain-switching matrix in which the 





te 0)(lim |  .                                                          (3.2.4.1.2) 
 
However, since the self-tuning estimator assures a zero estimation error, the sliding surface 
exists after the adaptation is completed. These two criteria provide further proof for the existence 
of the control law. 
3.2.4.2 Control Law 
The objective of the control is to find out the control command u in which the output of the 
system tracks the desired trajectory. In the meantime, the self-tuning estimates the unknown 
parameters θ̂  of the system. In equation (3.2.3.1), the pairs of ),( PP BA  are controllable and MA  is a 
stable matrix. The VSC control law is described as (Young. 1978) 
 
[ ] )sgn()( sUKyyKyKU MMPMePpP +−+= ,                         (3.2.4.2.1) 
 
where pK , eK and MK  are the controller’s coefficients, which are computed according to the sliding 
surface estimation error and sets of input-output values analyzed recursively, and mU is the input 
to the hypothetical model. The sliding surface is an interface between the adaptive estimation and 
the VSC. The gain-switching matrix and the controller parameters are computed based on the 

















These equations describe the controller gains as functions of the gain-switching matrix and the 
system and model parameters. The estimation error is determined through the self-tuning 
algorithm and is used to form the sliding surface and control command. The design of the gain-
switching matrix, which was introduced by Utkin and Yang (Utkin & Yang. 1978), is explained in 
simplified steps as follows: 
 









































,                                        (3.2.4.2.5) 
 
where A11, A12, A21, and A22 are )()( mnmn −×− , mmn ×− )( , )( mnm −×  and mm ×  sub-matrices, 
respectively. Let 1211, ABAA =′=′ , then matrix G11 is defined as 
 
PBG
T ′′=11 ,                                                       (3.2.4.2.6) 
 
where P′ is the solution of the following algebraic Ricatti equation 
 
0)()()( 1 =′+′′′′′−′′+′′ − QPBRBPPAAP TT  ,                             (3.2.4.2.7) 
 
where Q′ and R′  are positive definite matrices, and the gain-switching matrix is defined as  
 
[ ] 111 MIGG = ,                                                      (3.2.4.2.8) 
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3.2.5  Formulation for MEMS Lateral Comb Resonator 
3.2.5.1 Self-Tuning Estimator  
 










= ,                                               (3.2.5.1.1) 
 















 are to be identified during the online 
parameter estimation process; skm ,, β are unknown parameters of the system. The input-output 
matrix representation with the filtered signal vectors is (Slotine & Li. 1991) 
 
)(twy Tθ= ,                                                        (3.2.5.1.2) 
 
where θ  is a 14 × vector containing the unknown values and w is a 14 × vector containing the 














                                                  (3.2.5.1.3) 
 
Therefore, the self-tuning estimator updates the system parameters as pk , 1pa , 2pa . Accordingly, 




  .                                                       (3.2.5.1.4) 
 
This identifies an estimate of pp BA , as pÂ , pB̂ for the VS controller.    
 
 
3.2.5.2 Design of Control Law  
 















































.                                        (3.2.5.2.1) 
 
Therefore, comparing (3.2.5.2.1) with (3.2.4.2.5) yields 1,0 =′=′ BA and IM =1 , and 
substituting these values into the Ricatti equation (3.2.4.2.7), with unity values for QR ′′, , yields 
 
011100 =+′×××′−+ PP ,                                             (3.2.5.2.2) 
12 =′P . 
 
Taking the positive definite value 1=′P and substituting into (3.2.4.2.6) results in the gain-
switching matrix as 
 
[ ] IIMIGG T === 1]1[111 .                                              (3.2.5.2.3) 
 
Coefficients of the controller are computed using the estimates of the plant matrices pÂ , pB̂  
and those of the model using (3.2.4.2.24). 
 
3.2.6 Experiment Setup and Rotation Monitoring 
 
As shown in Figure 3.2.6.1, the overall experimental set up contains a Doppler laser vibrometer 
Polytech PSV-300 to generate the optical waveforms, and a data recovery component (which 
forms the displacement feedback loop), a real-time control board type dSPACE PPC DS 1103, and 
the LCR actuator. 
 
 
Fig. 3.2.6.1. The experimental setup and signaling flow. The feedback signal is an electric signal. 
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As mentioned earlier, the rotation of the shuttle cannot be observed using the optical 
monitoring technique; however, the x-axis displacement and its effect on the shuttle rotation 
toward the y-axis can be chosen as an indicator of the rotation.  
Assuming a linear relationship between the displacement along the x-axis and rotation of the 
device (the solid shuttle structure), the related pull-in voltage distance along the y-axis is linearly 
proportional to the displacement along the x-axis with an amplification coefficient E . This 
requires roughly 1/3 of gap “g1” displacement to put the device in a region of instability. Since the 
adhesion point causes rotation in the LCR’s shuttle, combs that are farther from the location of 
the fault on the shuttle undergo a larger displacement compared to the middle parts and the 
combs that are closer to the fault location. Figure 3.2.6.2 shows displacement of the shuttle as 
1xd and 2xd  at the distances 1r and 2r respectively. The displacement at distance r2 from the fault 
point is higher than what is recorded at the openings of the device. The amplification ratio, which 





E ≅ . For the manufactured 






E  meaning that the displacement at the comb finger farthest 
from the fault point is approximately twice of what is recorded by the optical monitoring system 
at the openings on the shuttle. 
 
 
Fig. 3.2.6.2. Shuttle rotation and point adhesion fault location, the displacement on different locations of 
the shuttle with respect to the fault point is shown. The dimensions were exaggerated for a better 
demonstration. 
 
The length of the flexure is another important factor for the rotation of the device. For the same 
rotation angle, longer flexures are displaced farther and consequently are placed closer to the 
stationary fingers. The gap closing 2g  is related to both the distance from the fault location and 
the rotation angle, as θrg =2 . For instance, in a 2-micron gap closing ( 2g ), the required rotation 






θ . A 2-
micron gap closing accords with a 10-micron displacement along the x-axis and produces a 10.19-
micron diagonal displacement. This value, as shown in Figure 3.2.6.2, is larger for farther combs, 
i.e. 22' gg > . 
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3.2.6.1 Experiments: 
The successful application of STVSC is demonstrated in two different operational scenarios: a 
normal operation and a fault condition. In the first experiment, trajectory is controlled for two 
different cases of short and long displacement under normal conditions and assuming negligible 
imperfections. In the second experiment the trajectory is controlled beyond pull-in voltage limits 
for a fabricated LCR device under fault conditions. 
 
Case 1) A device was designed and foundry fabricated with an additional mass on the shuttle to 
better show the fabrication uncertainties. Thus, the mass in the model was considered at the 
nominal value whereas the actual device had a 5% higher mass content. The trajectory tracking 
performance is shown in Figure 3.2.6.1.1. As the figure shows, the tracking waveform follows the 
reference closely in healthy condition and with a higher mass quantity on the fabricated LCR. The 
characteristics of the variable structure controllers and the self-tuning estimators provide for a 
robust controller in which a LCR device with uncertain parameters due to added mass, aging and 
operating conditions can be controlled to track the desired reference. The control effort is shown 
in Figure 3.2.6.1.2 and is compared to the model reference input. The control command is in the 
same range as that of the reference input, with sign changes to control and track the reference 
displacement.  
In a stable region of operation, the self-tuning component of the controller estimates the 
system parameter variations during the operation, and then the estimation error is fed back to the 
controller. The variable structure controller then generates a suitable control command according 
to the control law (3.2.4.2.1). The adaptation rate of trajectory control for a low frequency 
reference is shown in Figure 3.2.6.1.3. As the figure shows, the output estimation and the desired 
reference are completely matched in a short time. The rate of the adaptation is directly related to 
the adaptation gain of the controller. Over longer displacements beyond the pull-in voltage, 
assuming negligible imperfections, the shuttle does not experience any rotation and provides a 
complete displacement under low-frequency excitation as shown in Figure 3.2.6.1.4. The self-
tuning estimator can also identify system variations. The control effort is shown in Figure 
3.2.6.1.5. The control command and the reference input are in almost the same range of 
variations. 
 
Case 2) In this case (test of the faulty device), an adhesion point fault on the suspension spring 
of the LCR (see Figures 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2) is designed and fabricated. In addition to its resonant 
frequency variations, the adhesion point fault limits the displacement of the device. The device 
therefore operates at lower displacements and lower resonant frequencies. The output voltage of 
the control hardware also limits the maximum displacement achievable from the device, because, 
due to greater stiffness of the suspension springs (with an anchor) of the system, higher forces are 
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required. The tracking control performance is shown in Figure 3.2.6.1.6. As mentioned earlier, the 
displacement at the critical comb (the farthest comb) is approximately 2 times longer than the 
displacement of the center comb. The total gap required for the pull-in limits is one-third of the 
constant lateral gap, or 0.7-micron along the y-axis. This value in a linear transformation equals 
3.5-micron along the x-axis. Pull-in voltage limit is therefore at 1.67-micron shown with a dashed 
line in Figure 3.2.6.1.6. This means that any movement beyond this point is in an unstable region 
of operation, in which the electrostatic force becomes much larger than that of the restoring 
energy of the suspension spring. Figure 3.2.6.1.6 also demonstrates the capabilities of STVSR in 
controlling the small gap closing in LCRs. The control command in this case is shown in Figure 
3.2.6.1.7. The controller changes the sign of the applied voltage to have the device pulled back to 
the region of stability and follow the reference trajectories. 
 
Fig. 3.2.6.1.1. Tracking control and reference waveforms in terms of micrometer.  
 
 
Fig. 3.2.6.1.2. Control command and the reference voltage. 
 
 




Fig. 3.2.6.1.4. Displacement and tracking control beyond the pull-in voltage point in unstable region of 
operation. The transient tracking control in this region is shown in dashed circles. 
 
 
Fig. 3.2.6.1.5. Reference and control command of long displacement transient tracking control.  
 
 
Fig. 3.2.6.1.6. Trajectory control of the faulty device. Fault was as a point adhesion on the suspension 
spring of Lateral Comb Resonator. Displacement is 2.1 times larger for the farthest comb from the fault 
location. Dashed line shows the Pull-in voltage limit. 
 
 
Fig. 3.2.6.1.7. Control effort and the reference input in case of the point adhesion fault on the device. 
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3.3 Online Parameter Identification and Control of MEMS 
3.3.1 Online parameter identification: 
 
In the plants with unknown parameters or with time varying parameters, the identification of 
the parameters helps  to obtain a better control performance. In parameter estimators, the 
parameters of the system and their variations are continuously monitored and their 
instantaneous values are used for controller gains resulting in self-tuning controllers. There are 
several online parameter identification techniques such as gradient, Least Square, Recursive 
Least Square, and Recursive Least Square with different forgetting factor configurations. Each of 
these techniques are chosen regarding to the system dynamics and parameter characteristics. In 
case of time-varying parameters and in the presence of noise, the FFRLS can be used (See 
appendix B). This technique is described in the following and is applied to a MEMS LCR device to 
identify the parameters of the device. Then the Parameter Identifier (PI) is applied to a Model 
Reference Adaptive control to form the indirect adaptive control technique.  
3.3.2 Recursive Least Square with Forgetting Factor: 
Forgetting factor determines the weight of the recent input-output values with respect to the 
old data in the system identification. In this method, the weight can compensate for the rate of the 
variation and noise in the system. For system identification, the system should be represented in 
the parametric form, and then forgetting factor can be applied to find out the parameters of the 
system. The control approach requires gain-calculating functions from the estimated parameters 
which can be found from equalizing the resultant transfer functions. The steps are illustrated as 
follows: 
 
Step 1: parametric model. Since the MEMS was modeled as a mass-spring-damper system 
in (1.3.8) as 
 
dse FxkxxmF +++= 2&&& β .                                                 (3.3.2.1) 
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Filtering both sides by a Monic polynomial nss )()( λ+=∆ of the same order as the system ( in this 
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Then the formulation can be considered as  
φθ Tz =   ,                                                             (3.3.2.7) 
 
where θ is the vector of unknowns and is being identified by a proper technique.  
 
Step 2: FFRLS 
 
The parameters are updated as the following technique 
 
0)0(, θθφθ == Pe
& ,                                                  (3.3.2.8) 
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β& ,                                       (3.3.2.10) 
 
where 0>β is the forgetting factor, and 2sm is the normalizing signal, defined as 
 
φαφ Tsm += 1
2   ,                                                     (3.3.2.11) 
with a positive 0>α coefficient.  
 
Step 3: controller design: 
 
In this section, the estimated parameters of the system are applied to design the controller. The 
controller is designed according to Figure 3.3.2.1 for a second order system: 
 
Figure 3.3.2.1, Schematic block diagram of self-tuning adaptive controller 
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In order to have the same output generated from the model and the plant, the transfer function of 
the model from ym to r should be equal to the controller and the plant combined from yp to r. 
applying the controller to the plant the output is written as 
 
( )













.                       (3.3.2.14) 
 
Step 4: Equalizing with the model’s transfer function yields 
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λαλ −−= . 
3.3.3 Parameter Identification Simulations: 
Considering the forgetting factor as B=10, and the normalizing coefficient at equation 
(3.3.2.11)at 10=α , the parameters of the plant transfer function are identified in a short time as 
shown in Figures 3.3.3.1-3.  
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Figure 3.3.3.1, Model parameter identification at B=10 and 10=α  
 




Figure 3.3.3.3, high frequency gain identification at B=10 and 10=α  
 
The performance of the Parameter Identification in combination with MRAC controller is shown 
in Figure 3.3.3.4. As the figure shows, the plant’s output follows the desired trajectory very closely 
in a short time. Figure 3.3.3.5 shows the control effort comparing to the reference input to the 
system. As the figure shows, the control effort decreases to compensate for the uncertainties in 
the system. 
 








As the Parameter Identification coefficients increased to higher numbers, the convergence rate 
was also increased and the parameters were identified very quickly at B=30 and 10=α . Figures  
3.3.3.6-8 show the performance of the parameter identification. As they show, higher rate of 
convergence comparing to the Figures 3.3.3.1-3 at higher forgetting factor. Note that the alpha 
value insures the bounded input output signals. 
 





Figure 3.3.3.7, Parameter identification at B=30 and 10=α  
 
 
Figure 3.3.3.8, high frequency gain identification at B=30 and 10=α  
 
The tracking control performance increases at higher values as it is shown in Figure 3.3.3.9. The 
control command is shown in Figure 3.3.3.10 in this case.  
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3.4 Concluding Remarks  
This chapter has demonstrated a successful implementation of control strategies to faulty 
MEMS devices to enhance their reliability of operation and solve for the structure rotation and 
pull-in voltage control.  Simulations and experiments were conducted to enhance reliable 
operation of Lateral Comb Resonators by utilizing Model Reference Adaptive Controllers. The 
most probable types of fault that may occur in microsystems were fabricated at the chip level of 
LCR in the form of mass variation and spring constant changes. In the case of mass change, the 
effects of aging and environmental conditions were also considered. Mass variation by itself 
required low control efforts, whereas the case of also considering the effects of aging and 
environmental conditions which required almost 80% higher efforts than input-reference. 
Suspension spring defects required 20% and 46% higher efforts for broken trusses and adhesion 
point fault respectively. The controller provided a reliable fault-tolerant trajectory control by 
improving the utilization of the device in harsh and fault conditions. 
Tracking control of MEMS Lateral Comb Resonators was also studied under parameter 
uncertainties and fault, where the pull-in voltage effect was considered as a limitation. Pull-in 
voltage occurred in the gap closing (between the stationary and shuttle fingers) orthogonal to the 
main direction of displacement in the case of shuttle rotation. Self-Tuning Variable Structure 
Controllers (STVSC) were applied to control the device under healthy and fault conditions. 
Manufacturing imperfections were also considered in the form of mass variation—a +5% 
additional mass, which was fabricated on the shuttle of an LCR and used for trajectory control, 
applying the same controller structure. Experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness of 
the STVSC for trajectory control applications under parameter uncertainties in a healthy device. 
The experiments also verified the capabilities of the controller in the case of a low-frequency long-





A New Input-Output Controller Design and Application in 
Control of MEMS Comb Resonators 
 
Conventional adaptive controllers, such as Model Reference, make use of several input-output 
filters for pole placement and control of non-minimum phase systems. Combined adaptive 
controllers and variable structure systems require a varying gain-switching matrix to remain on 
the sliding surface. In these controllers, state space variables of plant are used in the control 
command, and exact values of the system parameters are required for the controller gain and 
switching-matrix computation. This chapter introduces a new type of adaptive controller without 
the need of input-output signal filters and gain-switching matrix computation. The control law 
depends only on the input reference and output of the plant and model. The main advantages of 
the new controller are: a) its simple control law and adaptation technique without the need of 
filters, b) the controller does not depend on the system state space variables except its I/O sets, 
and c) fast adaptation rate is obtained at low gains. The structure of the controller and its 




Adaptive controllers were earlier introduced to control the systems with varying parameters such 
as autopilots (Hung, Gao & Hung. 1993), (Osburn, Whitaker, Kezer.─), (Parks, 1966). In the same 
family of controllers, Model Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC) systems with robust tracking 
capabilities were designed for SPR systems and systems with higher relative degrees. History of 
adaptive controller’s evolution and their applications are illustrated in (Astrom, Wittenmark. 
1995), (Hung, Parks. 1973), (Gambier. 2004), (Parks. 1964), (Dressler. 1967), (Price. 1970), 
(Monopoli., Gilbert, Thayer. 1968) and appendix B of this dissertation. The main drawback of the 
conventional adaptive controllers is the numerous filters required for input-output sets of high 
order systems for zero-pole placements and parameter identification. They also require 
Persistently Exciting (PE) reference signals to guarantee their asymptotic stability. They have also 
shown some problems with systems of bad dynamics (Itkis. 1976). Switching and variable 
structure systems offered a solution for the need of PE signals (Liu, Skormin. 1988), (Hsu, Araujo. 
1994) (Bertran, Lopez. 1995) (Mitic. 1997) (Masuda, Inque. 1995) (Hsu, Lizarralde, Arajuo. 1997). 
Variable Structure Systems (VSS), first introduced in early 1950s in Soviet Union (Hung, Gao, 
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Hung. 1993) , were later benefited from the adaptive controllers and provided robust control 
systems , (Hung, Parks. 1973), (Itkis. 1976), (Hsu. 1988). A combination of adaptive systems with 
VSS have found applications in robot manipulators (Itkis. 1976), (Hsu. 1988), (Tsu, Xu and Shum. 
1991), but complexity of their algorithms mainly the gain-switching matrix computations, the 
need for exact parameter values of the system for gain computations, and dependency of their 
control law on the system states (see section 3.2.4.2) caused the loss of their popularity 
comparing to conventional controllers. 
This chapter presents a promising adaptive control approach and gain adaptation law to 
eliminate the need for the input-output filter designs. The new controller is an input-output type 
of system with Lyapunov stable gain adaptation laws. The controller is designed for Strictly 
Positive Real systems (SPR) and the systems with higher relative degrees utilizing the error 
augmentation technique. The performance of the controller is demonstrated in trajectory control 
of MEMS Lateral Comb Resonators. 
 
4.2 New Controller Design 
4.2.1 Case 1, Relative Degree One (SPR) 
In an uncertain parameter, controllable, of an arbitrary order with relative-degree one, and 
Single-Input Single-Output system (plant), with strictly proper transfer function, where only the 
sets of input-output are measurable and bounded, the control law satisfying Filippov 
condition 0=s& is defined as 
 
rkRRkRkC rpmepp +−+= )( ,                                             (4.2.1.1) 
 
where pm RR ,   are the model’s and plant’s response (output) to the reference input r and control 
command C respectively,  and rep kkk ,,  are the controller gains that are adjusted simultaneously 
according to a gain adaptation law.     
In a perfect matching control, the coefficients reP kkk ,, exist such that the plant’s output is 
matched to that of the model, result in zero tracking error. The existing conditions of the control 
law and sliding surface are discussed in (Osburn, Whitaker, Kezer.─), (Parks, 1966). In the new 






.                                                  (4.2.1.2) 
 
Considering the estimated values for the control coefficients, the equivalent control command 
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Ĉ  can be defined as 
 
rkekRkC rePP
ˆˆˆˆ ++=                                                  (4.2.1.3) 
 
where coefficients of reP kkk




THEOREM 1: In a SISO and SPR system, the control law of (4.2.1.3) according to the following 
















                                                       (4.2.1.6) 
 
where the sliding surface is defined as 0== Ges  and G  is the gain-switching matrix, and sliding 
mode surfaces are the set of ),...,( 1 n
T
sss = . 
 












eV +++= ,                                            (4.2.1.7) 
satisfying 
i) 0>V ,                                                             
ii) 0),0( =tV ,                                                       
 
where (~) sign shows the estimation error of each component. Consider the system in sliding 
mode and note that the sliding surface exists even at zero-tracking error condition (Osburn, 
Whitaker, Kezer.─), (Parks, 1966); Now, at different sliding directions, the time derivative of the 
Lyapunov function can be computed in two cases as 
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RkrkekeV&                       (4.2.1.11) 
 








[ 2 pppprree sRkeRksrkerksekekV −+−+−=
&                         (4.2.1.12) 
 




[][ ppre RkrkekeGIV ++−=
&
.                                      (4.2.1.13) 
Considering a constant identity value for gain-switching matrix (i.e. IG = ) in (4.2.1.13), results 
in 0=V& , which satisfies the La Salle’s global invariant set theorem [(Slotine, pp.73)]; therefore, the 
control law (4.2.1.3) with gain adaptation of (4.2.1.4-6) result in an asymptotically stable system.  
 
As it is seen, the proposed control law is a function of input-output signals and gains, which do 
not depend on the state variables and system parameter values. The controller is Lyapunov stable 
and makes no use of any filter in the input and output signals.  
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4.2.2 Case 2, Relative Degree Greater Than One 
The systems with relative degree greater than one do not satisfy the self-stability properties of 
an SPR system. Therefore, a different approach is required to control these systems. Augmented 
error techniques are usually used to ensure the stability of non-SPR systems. In the new design, 
the augmented error signal is used as (Slotine, Li. 1991).   
 
ωθωθη ][][)( Tmm
T GGt −=  ,                                                 (4.2.2.1) 
 
where )(sGG mm ≡ is the transfer function of the model,θ  is matrix of the controller coefficients, and 
ω is matrix of signals defined as 
 
















   .                                                            (4.2.2.3) 
 
Lemma, (Slotine, Li. 1991), the augmented error is defined as the summation of tracking error 
and a weighted augmentation signal as 
 
)()()()( ttetet a ηε +=  ,                                                     (4.2.2.4) 
 










&  ,                                                         (4.2.2.5) 
 
where 0>Γ is a positive number. (The augmentation signal and weight values are time dependent 
functions). The proof of stability and derivation of (4.2.2.5) can be found in (Slotine, Li. 1991), 
(Monopoli 1974). 
As mentioned earlier, in sections II and III, other types of controllers require suitable filter 
design for input and output signals, but the proposed controller does not require any of the filter 
designs. VSMRC requires gain switching matrix computations in each step, but the new controller 
operates with a fixed gain-switching matrix and makes use of the augmentation error technique 
for non-SPR systems.   
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4.3  Simulation and Experiment Results 
4.3.1 Performance Analysis 
In this section, the application and performance of the new design controller are investigated 
and compared with the controllers of the same class such as Models Reference Adaptive 
Controller and Variable Structure Model Follower Controllers as Regulators, Tracking, Double 
Integrator’s Control, and applications in MEMS.  
 
Regulator, The application of the controller as a regulator is demonstrated in Figure 4.3.1.1. A 






.                                        (4.3.1.1) 
 
A comparison with other controllers is shown in Figure 4.3.1.1. Applying the same adaptation 
gain, the output of the MRAC has a high overshoot and a long settling time. The VSMRC 
generates an offset error.  
 
Figure 4.3.1.1, Regulation of an unstable system with a pole at 2.0+=s . The results of MRAC and self 
sliding controller are shown. 
 
Tracking: Consider a model with two poles at 3,2 −=−= ss  and one zero at 1−=s  as 
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.                                                     (4.3.1.2) 
 
The control objective is to control the plant (4.3.1.1) to track the output of the model while 
excited with a sine wave of )5sin(51 t+ . Figure 4.3.1.2 shows the performance of the control and a 
comparison with those obtained from other controllers. MRAC generates a 50% overshoot in the 
first peak whereas the new design with almost 10% overshoot in the first peak. After the 
adaptation is completed, the tracking performance at the same adaptation gain is demonstrated 
in Figure 4.3.1.3. As the figure shows, the new design provides a very close tracking profile and 
matches the reference. MRAC and VSMRC show the tracking with error.  
 
 
Figure 4.3.1.2, the self sliding controller and MRAC response to a constant and sine wave in frequency 
of sec)/(5 rad=ω . 
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Figure 4.3.1.3, a close look at the tracking problem of Figure 6. 
 
 






sGp =  according to a desired trajectory. Since the relative degree of the plant 
(twister) is grater than 1, the augmented error technique was used and the plant was initialized at 
initial condition 1. The control law was the same as (4.2.1.3) with adaptation gains (4.2.1.4-6). The 
augmented error technique of (4.2.2.4) with adaptation of (4.2.2.5) was used. The tracking profile 
of a desired reference is shown in Figure 4.3.1.4.  
 
 
Figure 4.3.1.4, Tracking profile of a desired reference. 
 
It was seen that the higher adaptation gain values resulted in shorter adaptation time. Figure 
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4.3.1.5 shows the controller gain adaptation rates. As it is seen, the gains are saturated after 
almost 4 seconds and have just small variations to keep tracking of the desired reference.   
The simple structure of the controller provides an easy design for a variety of systems with 
arbitrary relative degrees. The controller offers a design without the need for high order input-
output signal filters and a simple control law independent from the system states. 
 
Figure 4.3.1.5, Gain adaptation of tracking control-double integrator  
 
4.4 Application in MEMS 
In this section, the controller is redesigned and applied for trajectory control of MEMS Lateral 
Comb Resonators. The controller is implemented in a real-time fast prototyping device (dSPACE 
PPC DS 1103). Simulations and experiment results are discussed in the following sections. 
4.4.1 Simulation Results  
Considering the MEMS device imperfect manufacturing steps, the parameter variation as a 5% 
additional mass on the actual device from its desired model is considered. The same mass 
variation is manufactured for the experimental results. Considering the second order structure of 
the LCRs, the complimentary augmentation error technique should be applied. Tracking 
performance of a complicated desired trajectory of 1 and 2.9 k (rad/sec) sine waves is shown in 
Figure 4.4.1.1. As the figure shows, the tracking waveform reaches the desired reference and 
follows the variations closely. Tracking error also reaches near zero values as the adaptation is 
completed in a short time. The control effort in this case is shown in Figure 4.4.1.2, where a 
comparison with reference input has shown a low energy-consuming controller. The controller 





Fig.  4.4.1.1. Tracking performance of a desired reference. Tracking error reaches zero in a short time. 
 
Fig.  4.4.1.2. Reference input and the control effort. 
 
4.4.2 Experimental Results 
In order to evaluate the performance of the controller in real-time applications, a Lateral Comb 
Resonator, shown in Figure 1.1, was designed and manufactured. The LCR contained 5% 
additional mass on its shuttle. The device operated in free-air and contained other sources of 
uncertainties (due to manufacturing and environmental conditions) in its damping coefficient 
and spring constant values. The temperature and humidity as operating conditions affect the 
parameters of the device by causing stiction and increasing the stress in the system. The model of 




Fig.  4.4.2.1  Trajectory Tracking Performance, the desired and the tracking are shown. 
 
 
Fig.  4.4.2.2. The reference input and the controller effort. 
 
The controller was implemented on a fast prototyping real-time control board, and was applied 
to the physical system. The successful demonstration of a trajectory tracking (as that of the 
simulation) is shown in Figure 4.4.2.1.  
As the figure shows, the displacement-tracking waveform closely follows the desired reference, 
and validates the simulation results. According to the feedback technique resolution (Izadian, 
Wang, Dawson, Hornak & Famouri. 2007) and existence of noise in the system, the tracking 
reaches to a bounded error. The control effort is shown in Figure 4.4.2.2. The controller generates 
a control command in the same level as that of the reference input. The control effort considering 
the imperfect device structure and parameters were different from the model, higher than those 
resulted from the simulation.  
The experimental results have shown the capabilities of the controller in tracking control of a 
non-SPR system. The complimentary error augmentation technique provided a simple structure 
and a powerful tool for stabilizing the control system. The control law and gain adaptation 
techniques also enabled the controller for a filter-free design system. 
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4.5 Concluding Remarks 
A new controller was designed for tracking control of SPR systems and those with an arbitrary 
relative degree/higher orders. The gain adaptation techniques were designed according to the 
Lyapunov theory of stability. The controller did not require input-output filter designs and 
generated low control effort to control the uncertain parameter systems such as MEMS LCRs. The 
complimentary error augmentation technique was used for high relative degree systems to ensure 
the stability of tracking, enhance the robustness and bandwidth of the control system. The 
controller performance was experimentally demonstrated in tracking control of a desired 










Intelligent Fault Diagnosis of MEMS LCR 
 
Fault diagnosis methods of MEMS lateral Comb Resonators are discussed in this chapter. First, 
some definitions on the fault diagnosis technique and then the application of Kalman filter are 
described. The application of parameter estimators in time varying parameter system is 
introduced in two different cases with a fixed forgetting factor value and adaptive forgetting factor 
adjustment. Fault diagnosis of each of these methods is described in simulations and real-time 
implementations.  
 
5.1  Definitions  
5.1.1 Introduction 
Fault Tolerant controllers are those that can hold an acceptable performance of the system in 
case of fault occurrence in the system. They can do this by applying a suitable control command in 
each contingency in the system that requires fault diagnosis in the system and the control re-
design. This section introduces the definition of the fault in systems and methods to identify and 
diagnose. 
5.1.2 Fault and Failure Definition 
In the beginning, some definitions are necessary on the difference between the fault and 
failure. A fault in a dynamical system is defined as a change in the construction of the system 
from the normal behavior. Different changes might show the same end effects in the system. A 
failure in the system occurs because of the severe changes in the normal operations of the system 
and the system becomes dysfunctional and irrecoverable. Parameter variations are the most 
common type of fault in microsystems. A faulty microsystem can still provide the expected 
operation by employing a proper control system as shown in Chapter 3.  
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5.1.3 System Behavior 
Input-output sets define the systems behavior in case of normal or fault conditions. In a 
system, all sets of possible combination input-output pairs define the space yu × . System 
behavior is a subset of this space denoted by β  in Figure 5.1.3.1. The output of the system due to 
an input might be placed in the accepted region of operation A  or as result of a change in the 
system might be inconsistent with the system dynamics and known as fault C . In this case, the 
system generates a different output for the same excitation. 
 
 
Figure 5.1.3.1. Input Output set. Healthy and non-healthy system output boundaries. 
 
The system behavior is defined as )()( tukty sys= where sysk  is known as the system. The set of 
possible real numbers which define the system input outputs are the I/O region, and a behavioral 
region is the possible outputs to the system defined as ( ){ }ukyyu sys== :,β . This shows which 
values of input and output belong together, and in case of any false output, the output set would 
belong to the other regions. Figure 5.1.3.2 show this matter clearly. 
 
 
Figure. 5.1.3.2. Faultless and faulty system’s response to the same input excitation. 
 
If an input is applied to a faultless system, the possible pair of input–output is as sets of 
),( AYUA = and in case of faulty system, the same input might result in the output belong to the 
other region, known as ),( BYUB = . The faultless and fault regions might overlap at some areas as 
shown in Figure 5.1.3.3 such that a faulty output is placed to the shaded area. Faults are 





Figure 5.1.3.3. Faultless and Faulty systems output boundaries. 
0β is the faultless system’s output region. 
5.1.4 Fault and Model Uncertainty 
In a second order differential equation, for instance, an additional external signal to the 
system or a parameter deviation from the desired value can be identified as fault. If a signal is 
added to the input of the system, this can be identified as the additive fault and in case of 
unknown parameters, the system might have multiplicative fault.  Faults are changes that should 
be detected and their results be removed by a proper action. Model uncertainties and 
disturbances are those that their effects should be removed by filters or controls. 
5.1.5 Faulty System Modes and Conditions 
A safe system is the one without any harm or under any harmful tension. If the safety is 
provided by a controller it is called a safe-to-fail system. Reliable system is the one that provides 
the required functions in a period under normal conditions. Fault tolerant systems cannot change 
the reliability of the component but they can enhance the overall reliability of the system by 
keeping the overall system operational. Fault tolerant system is a system in which a single fault 
does not develop to a failure of the closed loop system by keeping the performance the same after 
the fault in the worst case and if so, the system is fault-operational. Fault and recovery processes 
put the system in different regions of performance. As Figure 5.1.5.1 shows, the safe operation of 
the device is separated from the dangerous region of operation. The safe operation zone is divided 
into degraded and unacceptable performance operation zones. Fault and recovery change the 
performance of the operation and put the system into the degraded and required performance 




Figure 5.1.5.1. Performance categorizing of different system behavior (Blanke, Kinnaret, Lunze & 
Staroswiecki 2006).  
5.1.6 Fault Diagnosis: 
Fault tolerant controller contains two main parts as fault diagnostics blocks and controller 
redesign. Diagnostic block makes use of the input-output sets and tests their belonging to the 
plant model. The results of this part are used for the controller redesign part. In case of a fault in 
the system the fault diagnosis unit identifies the fault and makes the control loop fault tolerant. 
Some controllers such as Robust controllers and Adaptive controllers provide active fault tolerant 
controllers. The fault tolerant control properties are observed mainly in systems with slowly 
varying parameters.  
If a dynamical system generates pairs of u-y and is subject to the fault f, the system behavior 
depends on the type of fault or Ff ∈ , where f0 shows a faultless system. The problem is to 
identify the fault over a given set of input-output pairs (I/O)(U, Y) within a time zone as 
 
U= (u(0), u(1),…, u(kh)) ,                                                         (5.1.6.1) 
Y= (y(0), y(1),…, y(kh)) .                                                         (5.1.6.2) 
 
Online fault diagnostic requires the information resulted from a dynamical model and in time 
series of the signals and no physical inspection should be done to identify the fault. In control 
systems, the location and magnitude of the fault is very important and have to be identified 
through the fault diagnosis process. There are different approaches for fault diagnosis which are 
mainly named as followings: 
 
• Consistency based diagnosis 
• Diagnosis of Continuous variable systems 
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The idea of consistency based diagnosis returns to the fact that for fault diagnosis the 
information of input-output (U,Y) is not enough. A reference should exist to define the normal 
behavior of the plant. The reference is determined by the possible sets of I/O for a known system 
which represents the behavior of the system. Considering the current I/O pair (U,Y) in Figure 
5.1.3.1 at point A which for a correct model it belongs to set B and if the system is faulty it 
generates Ŷ as (U, Ŷ ) which belongs to the region C, and if so the fault is detectable. The 
principle of this type of fault diagnosis is comparing the performance of the current I/O pairs with 
faultless system behavior B, it checks the consistency of the current pairs with the nominal system 
behavior. In this case, fault makes the output behavior inconsistent except in same behavior of the 
system in case of overlapping areas of healthy and faulty systems. In general, a system should be 
diagnosable and fault detectable to avoid such uncertainties of decisions.  
As a conclusion: 
o Fault is occurred if: 0BY)(U, ∉  




5.2 MEMS Fault Diagnosis Using Kalman Filters  
Micro Electro Mechanical Systems are important parts of many advanced applications 
ranging from satellite stabilizers to commercial accelerometers. A basic structure of MEMS 
Lateral Comb Resonators consists of two sets of fixed combs on both sides of a moving stage. The 
shuttle (moving part) has a comb-shape structure with fingers placed in the space between those 
of the fixed structure to overlap initially. The shuttle is suspended on two sets of springs and can 
be laterally displaced by electrostatic force generated between the overlapped fingers. Fabrication 
process of MEMS involves several steps that introduce parameter uncertainties in model and 
parameters of the system. Different techniques are developed to measure the infant mortality rate 
of microfabrication processes. Correcting these processes requires a model matching technique to 
allocate a predefined model to the operating system. This allows instantaneous model verification 
and can be applied to control of these systems in constantly changing conditions. In addition, this 
supervisory unit can be used to monitor in-operation devices for assured high quality operations, 
and diagnose any misbehavior in the device instantly. 
The Lateral Comb Resonators can be modeled in a second order mass-spring-damper system. 
To model the parameter variations due to the manufacturing, in-operation wearing of the parts 
and fault, the coefficients of dynamical equation are considered as time varying values. Structural 
variations can also be modeled as a shift in the values of these parameters. The device studied in 
this section, is considered to operate in open air conditions to simulate the loss of vacuum 
conditions. In addition, manufacturing processes of the device and instant shocks may increase 
the risk of spring constant variations.  
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Faults can be modeled by recently developed tool such as Contamination and Reliability 
Analysis of Micro-Electro Mechanical Layout (CARAMEL) which interprets system structural 
variations in form of electric circuit elements (Kolpekwar, Kellen, Blanton. 1999) (Kolpekwar, 
Blanton. 1997). In this technique, suitable models containing different fault possibilities can be 
obtained and used as residual signal generators. Kolpekwar et. al, have modeled up to 4000 types 
of structural defects by CARAMEL (Kolpekwar, Blanton. 1997). However, defects such as change 
of environmental and operating environment e.g. satellites, fluid control devices and micro-
pumps, in which microsystem is under influence of radiation, rapid environmental changes and 
noise (Schanwald, Schwank, Sniegowski, Walsh, Smith, Peterson, Shaneyfelt, Winkour, Smith, 
Doyle. 1998), cannot be modeled by CARAMEL. Since, in this section, the displacement of MEMS 
is monitored by a laser beam and is recovered from recorded optical waveforms, conventional 
modeling tools based on structural defects would not accurately model the dynamics of the 
system. Therefore, a robust modeling technique against noise in the system and compatible with 
optical monitoring method is required. 
In this section, Kalman filters are utilized to model MEMS devices to accurately factor in the 
system and measurement noise resulted from the hybrid optical measurement technique (used in 
the displacement monitoring technique). The structure of Multiple-Model Adaptive Estimators is 
illustrated and their application to LCRs is simulated and experimentally proven for fault 
diagnosis purposes. The effect of noise in decision-making process is studied for over and 
underestimated noise in LCR systems. LCRs with different parameters are designed and 
fabricated for practical implementation of MMAE technique to demonstrate successful fault 
diagnosis in applications.  
 
5.2.1 Lateral Comb Resonator Modeling  
A quick reminder from chapter 1 on the structure of micro comb resonators structure and 
governing equations are presented in this part. A typical Lateral Comb Resonator consists of a 
moving stage also known as shuttle, stationary combs and suspension springs on both sides (Fig. 
5.2.1.1.a).  The LCR can be modeled as a mass spring damper (Fig.  5.2.1.1.b) in a linear second 
order differential equation. Electrostatic force is used to move the shuttle by applying two 
identical DC voltages onto the stationary combs at both sides of the LCR. A time-varying voltage 
(typically a sine wave) is applied to the shuttle to provide enough force for the device to follow a 
certain trajectory and perform a specific task. The ideal electrostatic force depicted in (5.2.1) is a 
function of applied voltages and geometry of the device, however, there are many other 
phenomena that affect the force value that are not considered in this electrostatic force equation 
(Schanwald, Schwank, Sniegowski, Walsh, Smith, Peterson, Shaneyfelt, Winkour, Smith, Doyle. 






nF ε−= ,                                                           (5.2.1) 
 
where
eF is the electrostatic force, n is the number of fingers on one side of the device, ε  is the 
permittivity of air, t is the length of a finger, g is the gap between fingers, 
sb VV , are applied stator 
and shuttle voltages respectively. Furthermore, there are parasitic forces originated from 
imperfect manufacturing steps and stiction, which is caused by trapped surface charges, capillary 
forces and surface roughness such that they distorts the electric field between very small plates. 
Environmental conditions such as humidity influence the stiction of the parts. Therefore, the 
force generated is an uncertain quantity of uncertain parameters in addition to unknown 
variables. A simple mass-spring-damper model for the system can be written as  
 
dse FykyymF +++= 2&&& β  ,                                                (5.2.2) 
 
where m  is the mass of the center comb (shuttle), y is the displacement, sk is the spring constant 
of one side, β is the damping coefficient, dF is the force due to the load. In driving of 
microstructure applications (such as connecting beam to rotating gears), the load can be applied 
directly to the shuttle. As mentioned earlier, device parameters are affected by manufacturing 
processes and operating and environmental conditions. Under these conditions, the model 
containing uncertainties can be expressed as  
 
dse FykyymF
ˆˆ2ˆˆˆ +++= &&& β  ,                                            (5.2.3) 
 
where (^) denotes uncertain values of the associated parameters. The fact is that the desired 
system should operate similar to (5.2.2) whereas the manufactured device which behaves 
differently like (5.2.3). More description on modeling, control, and displacement monitoring 
techniques for a LCR are introduced in (Izadian, Hornak & Famouri. 2006), (Wang, Dawson, 
Hornak, Famouri & R. Ghaffarian. 2004), (Dawson, Wang, Chen, Famouri & Hornak. 2000), 
(Dawson,  Chen, Brown, Famouri & Hornak. 2000), (Park, Horowitz & Tan. 2001), ( Wang. 
2005), (Shkel, Horowitz, Seshia, Park & Howe. 1999), (Horowitz, Cheung & Howe.  ), (Fedder & 
Howe. 1996), (Tang, Lim & Howe. 1992), (Dawson, Wang, Chen, Famouri & Hornak. 2000), 
(Wang, Dawson, Chen, Famouri & Hornak. 2000),(Bhansali, Zhang, Zmood, Jones, & Sood. 
2000), (Li & Horowitz. 2001), (Pannu, Chang, Muller & Pisano. 2000).  This system is 






































     .                                    (5.2.4) 
5.2.2 Fault In Lateral Comb Resonators 
As illustrated in previous section, a second order mass-spring-damper system is used to 
model the lateral comb resonator. The parameters of this system are considered variable to model 
different types of fault occurring during the operation. Parametric variation and those structural 
variations that do not result in a failure in the device are investigated in this paper. Fault in 
microsystems can be originated from local defects, parameter tolerance, design problem, 
operation and/or system level defects (Rosing, Richardson, Dorey & Peyton. 1999). Faults might 
happen by braking of different parts of the device such as suspension springs or fingers (in lateral 
comb resonator). In any of these cases, asymmetries will cause behavioral variations and an 
unwanted deviation from the desired output.  
In open air applications, there is a chance of falling dust and particles on the structure of the 
device which may cause a mass change. In addition, the silicon made structures absorb the 
humidity of air which causes mechanical properties of suspension springs change. Large 
conductive particles fallen on areas between the fingers of shuttle and fixed structure might cause 
a short circuit in the device, join the parts together and result in a failure.  
For the devices operating in vacuum conditions damage in the container might result in the 
loss of vacuum and consequently change of viscosity.  
A fault scenario is developed in the next sections which covers parameter variations used in 
MMAE and fault diagnosis applications. MEMS comb resonators are also fabricated with different 








Fig. 5.2.1.1, a) Lateral Comb Resonator manufactured by WVU, b) Mass-Spring-Damper, schematic model 
of Lateral Comb Resonator. 
 
 
5.2.3 Theory Development 
5.2.3.1 Kalman Filter Design for LCRs 
Consider the steady state Kalman filter model of a Lateral Comb Resonator associated with 










   ,                                   (5.2.3.1.1) 
where: 
kx  is Kalman filter model state space vector 
kΦ  is system matrix of Kalman filtering model 
kΓ  is input matrix of Kalman filter  
u  is input vector 
kG  is Kalman filter model noise input matrix 





















)()(    .                                           (5.2.3.1.2) 
 
kz  is the measurement vector of the Kalman filter model 
kH  is the Kalman filter model output matrix 
)( ik tv  is the white discrete-time measurement noise in the output of the Kalman filter model with 





















)()(                                             (5.2.3.1.3) 
 
Modeling of the system with Kalman filters, in the same order as that of the true (healthy) 
system, takes both structure and system level noise into account, which is considered a great 
advantage over the CARAMEL-modeling tool. Having the model outputs compared with the 
actual output of microsystem, generates the residual signals for fault-representative models in 
each time interval. The residuals are then evaluated in the hypotheses-testing algorithm to extract 
the system parameter variation and weight allocations associated with each residual.  
Let consider Kalman filtering model representation as  
 
))(ˆ)(()()(ˆ)(ˆ 11 ikkikeikixkik txHtyKtutxtx −+Γ+Φ= −−  ,                             (5.2.3.1.4) 
 
where kx̂ is the estimation of state space variable, ky  is actual output expected from the model, 






kke HnPHRHnPnK  For n=1, 2…                           (5.2.3.1.5) 
 












1  .             (5.2.3.1.6) 
 
This value updates the Kalman gain for each iteration. The residual signal is the difference 
between the output of Kalman filter and that of the actual system. For each of the models there is 
a residual signal defined and used to compute conditional probability density function. Residuals 
are computed as  
 
))(ˆ)()( ikkiik txHtztr −= .                                                    (5.2.3.1.7) 
 
Equation (5.2.3.1.7) explains the differences between the measurements )(z  and the Kalman 
estimated outputs.  
5.2.3.2 Multiple-Model Adaptive Estimation Equations (HANLON & MAYBECK. 
2000) 
The hypothesis-testing algorithm continuously monitors the residual signal variations. If the 
output of any of Kalman filters match the output of the system, the mean of residual signal 
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becomes zero and therefore the covariance of this residual is computed. Hence, the Kalman filter 
generated residual signal, in this case, contains a zero mean white Gaussian sequence with 
covariance computable by 
 
T
kkkk CPC=ψ ,                                                           (5.2.3.2.1) 
 
which results in conditional density function of the output measurement )( itz  of the system for 
kth Kalman filter over the measurement history of )]()...([)( 111 −− = i
TT
i tztztZ . The conditional density 
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−−=• ψ .                                              (5.2.3.2.4) 
 
The conditional probability hypothesis for the kth system is defined as  
 
})(|Pr{)( iikik ZtZhhtp ===  .                                             (5.2.3.2.5) 
 


























1  .                               (5.2.3.2.6) 
 
The conditional probability density function requires a priori samples to compute the current 
values and is normalized over the complete sum of the conditional probabilities of all 
systems(Park, Horowitz & Tan. 2001). The largest conditional probability among all can be used 
as an indicator of fault in the systems (note that each fault-representing system should be 
modeled separately). In addition, they can weight the outputs of the systems and define the 
weighted output of each fault-model. In some applications, probabilities change rapidly and make 
output of the system unpredictable then the output should be compared with a threshold.  
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5.2.4 Simulation and Experimental Results  
5.2.4.1 Simulation and discussion: 
To investigate the application of MMAE in fault diagnosis of MEMS devices, a fault scenario 
consist of typical parameter variations is designed in seven steps as: 
 
1. Healthy operation for 2k samples 
2. +5% mass variation for 1k samples 
3. +10% mass variation for 1k samples 
4. +5% spring constant variation for 1k samples 
5. +10% spring constant variation for 1k samples  
6. +30% change in damping coefficient for 1k samples 
7. Return to normal condition after 2k samples.  
 
These series of events occur consecutively and cover common types of variations that 
microsystems undergo during operation. The displacement variation in +5 and +10% change of 
the mass of LCR are shown in Figure (Figure 5.2.4.1.1). The displacement resulted from the spring 
constant variations are shown in Figure (Figure 5.2.4.1.2). Any change in spring constant values 
causes higher displacement variations. Therefore, faults resulting from the spring constant 
variations are more probable to be diagnosed.  
Damping coefficient variations cause a delay from the original waveform. Figure 5.2.4.1.3 
shows the phase shift resulted by a 30% change of damping coefficient and matches step 6 of the 
fault scenario.  
 
Fig. 5.2.4.1.1  Mass change effects on the system output. All the outputs are very close since the total mass 
is negligible itself.  
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Fig. 5.2.4.1.3,  The effect of the spring constant change on the Lateral Comb Resonator’s output, 30 
percent change from the true system output. 
 
The noise content in microsystem has significant effect on the conditional probability 
functions. The effect of noise in fault diagnosis is studied in two cases of noise under and over-
estimation in Kalman filter designs. The system contains a zero mean white noise with Q=1e-4, 
R=1e-4 variances in the measurement signal and system respectively. Considering the noise 
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content in the system, Kalman gains are computed in each of these models and are shown in 
Table 5.2.4.1.1.  
 
Table 5.2.4.1.1, Kalman filter gains of the system in different cases as mentioned in fault scenario 
 
 
Running the probability density functions over the steps in fault scenario designates a weight 
between 0 and 1 to each system in each time instant. Higher probability numbers indicate the 
validity of that particular system. Figure 5.2.4.1.4 shows the weights computed by probability 
density functions in evaluation of the residual signal in the case of normal noise content in 
microsystem. As the figure shows, the highest weight is allocated to the proper system (shown by 
similar numbers) which matches the same scenario instants. 
As Figure 5.2.4.1.4  shows, in each step (also labeled according to the fault sequence) the 
transition from one step to the next is quick.  The fault diagnostic unit accurately identifies the 
faults as predetermined in the fault scenario. 
In case the noise is overestimated in the Kalman gain computations, the fault diagnostic unit 
identifies the fault rapidly from one type to another i.e, the transition from mass change to spring 
constant requires a short time. However, in the same category of fault diagnosis (from 5 to 10% 
variations) the noise results in delay in fault recognition which is also shown in Figure 5.2.4.1.5. A 
35% noise overestimation influences the transitions between 5 and 10% change in mass and 
spring constants, but still provides a quick switching from mass to spring constant transitions. As 
the figure shows, delays in transitions from steps 2 to 3 and steps 4 to 5 were observed. Existence 




Fig. 5.2.4.1.4 Conditional probability density function outputs over different cases of the fault scenario. 
Higher output values show the validity of the case and as a result the diagnosis of the fault. Numbers 1 





Fig. 5.2.4.1.5.  Conditional probability function outputs over different cases of the fault scenario in a 35% 
noise overestimation. Higher output values show the validity of the case and as a result the diagnosis of the 
fault.  
 
If the noise content in the system is underestimated, the results show inaccurate diagnosis 
and random transitions among fault scenario steps, e.g. in transitions from steps 2 to 3, steps 3 to 
4 and 4 to 5. Figure 5.2.4.1.6  shows the noise underestimation results and its consequences on 




Fig. 5.2.4.1.6.  Conditional probability function outputs over different cases of the fault scenario in case of 
40% noise underestimation. Higher output values show the validity of the case and as a result the diagnosis 
of the fault in that 
 
5.2.4.2 Experimental Results and Discussion: 
In order to experimentally examine the fault diagnosis performance in physical 
implementations, two MEMS comb resonators were designed and fabricated. The parameters of 
the systems, shown in Table 5.2.4.2.1, contained almost the same amount of mass, but due to 
imperfect manufacturing steps different damping coefficients and spring constants were 
obtained. In order to measure the displacement of the device, optical through wafer displacement 
monitoring technique was utilized.  
Devices with different parameters result in various displacements even if excited by the same 
input. For experiments, the fabricated LCRs were excited by the same input and their output was 
joined together to form the parameter variation or fault with a transition point at the 1886th 
sample. The displacement encoded optical data for these devices is shown in Figure 5.2.4.2.1. 
Recovered displacement signal is shown in Figure 5.2.4.2.2. Interested readers are referred to 
(Izadian, Hornak & Famouri. 2006), (Wang, Dawson, Hornak, Famouri & R. Ghaffarian. 2004), 
(Dawson, Wang, Chen, Famouri & Hornak. 2000), (Dawson,  Chen, Brown, Famouri & Hornak. 
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2000), (Park, Horowitz & Tan. 2001), ( Wang. 2005), (Dawson, Wang, Chen, Famouri & Hornak. 
2000), (Wang, Dawson, Chen, Famouri & Hornak. 2000), for optical displacement monitoring 
technique. 
These devices were excited by a 10(v), 2 kHz sine wave voltage at sampling time of 
893.1 −= eh sec.  
Table 5.2.4.2.1. Estimated parameters of two fabricated system 
 Mass Ks Beta 
System #1 2.3856e-10 0.0193 7.563e-7 
System #2 2.2429e-10 0.0448 1.385e-6 
 
Fig. 5.2.4.2.1.  Optical signal, grating encoded displacement signals.   
 
Fig. 5.2.4.2.2. Recovered displacement of LCRs. Point 1 shows the starting of slope change and point 2 
shows the switching point from system 1 to 2.  
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Kalman filters were designed for these devices with their gains shown in table 5.2.4.2.2. 
Initial probability density values of these systems were set equally, and their Kalman gains were 
computed. Figure 5.2.4.2.3shows the weight allocation and transitions in the fault diagnostic unit. 
As Figure 5.2.4.2.3 illustrates, higher probabilities are associated to system 1, making it valid for 
samples up to 1886 also marked as point 1 in Figure 5.2.4.2.3. There is small variation observed in 
the probability values because of the noise in the system. A quick transition in the probability 
values is observed when the fault occurs and the weight is shifted to validate the second system 
(point 2 in Fig 5.2.4.2.3).   
 








Fig. 5.2.4.2.3.  Weigh allocation and conditional probability densities from test of two fabricated LCRs. 
Switching from system 1 to system 2 is shown.  
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5.3 Self-Tuning Banks and Their Application in MEMS Fault Diagnosis 
5.3.1 Introduction 
Multiple Model Adaptive Estimators generally reveal the behavior of linear time invariant 
systems by weighting the output of several models simultaneously according to input-output 
measurements and evaluating their residual signals. Kalman filters are conventionally used in 
modeling of time invariant systems under different conditions. The history of output variations 
(in the actual system) also has a considerable effect on the performance of model-matching core. 
In uncertain or time–varying parameter systems, techniques other than Kalman filters are 
required for model-matching and weight allocations. Effect of recent data (variations) has to be 
controlled to accurately identify the parameters of systems and result in high performance model-
matching unit. 
Some of model-matching units introduce local states for local models and accept possible 
transients (Kuipers & Astrom 1994). Graphical structures are also applied to describe the 
transitions among models which require a priori knowledge of the system (Whittaker 1990). 
Operating systems, however, are modeled by different techniques such as piecewise modeling, 
spline, and statistical approach, fuzzy and neural networks (Bellman 1961), (Opoitsev,), 
(Stromberg, Gustafsson & Ljung 1991), (Wahba 1990), (Powell,).  
In slowly time varying parameter systems, in addition to the model-matching core, there is a 
need for a unit to identify the model parameters and its variations. The parameter identification 
unit may be replaced with Kalman filter banks in conventional MMAE configurations. Like 
Kalman filters, the identification unit has to consider the noise in system and compute the output 
deviations to generate residual signals. Since the history of variations (output of actual system) 
affects the performance of model-matching, Forgetting Factor Recursive Least Square (FFRLS) is 
applied to weight the recent data appropriately and to identify the parameters of the system 
accurately (Zhuang 1999). Thus, MMAE applied in time varying parameter systems will contain 
several system identification units and one model matching core. 
In this section, the main purpose is to design a system for fault diagnosis of MEMS devices. 
Since the parameters of MEMS slowly vary over time, forgetting factor technique is used. The 
system identification unit (in form of self-tuning blocks) and model-matching core are combined 
for a second order mass-spring-damper system (model of MEMS). FFRLS is usually used for 
single input single output systems; however, for multi input and multi output systems a proper 
number of identifiers can estimate the whole system parameters. The algorithm is implemented 
for fault diagnosis of two fabricated Lateral Comb Resonators in experiments, and for 
intentionally simulated faults during the operation. The results of the system identification and 
fault diagnosis are compared with those obtained from Kalman filters without application of 
system identification unit.  
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5.3.2 System Modeling 
Different contingencies of actual system are modeled in form of separate sub-models. The 
actual system which can also be influenced by noise and parameter variations is expressed in state 










   ,                                        (5.3.2.1) 
 
where )( itx is the state space variable at time ti, Φ  is the system matrix with slowly-varying 
parameters, Γ  is the input matrix, u  is the input vector, G  is the noise input matrix and z  is the 
output measurement vector of the model. H  is the output matrix, )( itw  is a zero mean discrete-
time white noise in the input and )( itv  is a zero mean discrete-time white measurement noise in 
the output of the system. The variances of system (Q) and measurement noise (R) are 
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Parameters of model (5.3.2.1) can be adjusted according to different conditions and parameter 












   ,                                                (5.3.2.4) 
 
where (^) sign indicates the matrices and state variables of estimated values. Sub-models, shown 
in Figure 5.3.1.1, are connected in parallel with self-tuning banks (contain the system 
identification algorithm); therefore, each sub-model is represented separately in form of (5.3.2.4). 
In other words, sub-models are specific representations of the system behavior under different 
conditions. Parameter identification blocks in form of self-tuning banks can also estimate the 
output of these sub-systems. Estimated output signals when compared to the output of the actual 
system generate residual signals and are used to compute the weights applied to the estimated 
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state space variables. 
 
Fig. 5.3.1.1. Multiple-Model Adaptive Estimator using self-tuning banks. 
 
5.3.3 Theory Development 
5.3.3.1 Self-Tuning Estimator 
The main purpose of a self-tuning unit is to estimate the parameters and output of a system. In 
slowly-varying parameter systems, Recursive Least Square (RLS) technique is applied. A 
forgetting factor is utilized where the history of variation affects the performance of estimation. 
Consider an Auto Regressive Moving Average (ARMA) system representing the kth sub-system 
which is expressed as  
 
)(...)()(...)()( 1101 +−−+ −−−++= niknikmimiik tzatzatubtubtz ,                             (5.3.3.1) 
 
where ia ’s are the coefficients of the denominator polynomial (input polynomial), and ib ’s are the 
coefficients of the numerator (output polynomial) of the system and u , kz are the input and 
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The size of unknown vector is 1++= nml  where nm ,1+ represent the order of the numerator 
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The estimated output is obtained by substituting an estimate of parameter values )(ˆ itθ in 




ik tthtz θ=+ .                                                       (5.3.3.5) 
 
Estimated parameters of the system are carried out recursively utilizing the RLS identification 
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Applying the Forgetting Factor Recursive Least Square (FFRLS), time varying parameters are 
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η −+ +−=  ,                      (5.3.3.9) 
where 10 << λ .  
Residual signals which are defined as differences between the actual system’s output and those 
of sub-models, are obtained by 
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5.3.4 Fault Diagnosis Application in MEMS: Simulation and Experiment 
5.3.4.1 Simulation: 
Consider the fault scenario designed in section 5.2.4.1. The FFRLS estimation algorithm was 
initialized by P=1e8*eye(4) with forgetting factor of 86.0=λ . Figure 5.3.4.1 demonstrates the 
performance of diagnosis in each step of fault scenario by allocating a probability value to each of 
the models. Higher probability values (closer to 1) indicate a match of the system to that 
particular subsystem. For instance, in step 1 (from the scenario), the system operated under 
normal conditions, and simulations confirm this fact by allocating a high probability to the 
subsystem number 1. 
The speed of transitions from one-step to another and probability variations during validity of a 
model indicate the performance of diagnosis. As Figure 5.3.4.1 shows, there is no significant delay 
observed in transitions, and the probability is smooth in validity of a model.   
Initializing the system identification at different forgetting factors obtains different diagnosis 
profiles. At higher forgetting factors, distortions were observed in transitions among models. As it 
is illustrated in Figure 5.3.4.2, at 9.0=λ  the diagnosis profile shows distortion in transition from 
step 2 to step 3 of fault scenario (+5 and +10% mass change cases). The self-tuning banks could 
estimate the parameters considering the existence of noise in the system, and the fault diagnosis 
algorithm could identify the rest of variations properly during a short time. There was no 
significant delay observed in transitions among other steps of fault scenario.  
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Fig. 5.3.4.1.  Conditional Probability values according to the fault scenario with FFRLS at 
IeP *81,86.0 ==λ  .  
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Fig. 5.3.4.2.  Conditional Probability values according to the fault scenario with FFRLS 
at IeP *81,9.0 ==λ .  
 
Increasing the forgetting factor to higher values, resulted in a short history of data for the 
conditional probability density functions and initiated delays in weight computations. 
As shown in Figure 5.3.4.3, the fault diagnosis was completely dysfunctional at 98.0=λ , 




Fig. 5.3.4.3.  Conditional Probability values according to the fault scenario with FFRLS at 
IeP *81,98.0 ==λ . 
 
 
According to the level of noise in the system and the rate of parameter variations, satisfactory 
transitions and precise parameter estimation were observed in the range of 9.086.0 << λ . Values 
out of this boundary change the history of data and cause distortions in transitions. Self-tuning 
banks could successfully estimate the sub-system parameters and output signals at a suitable 
forgetting factor value and result in a robust decision making unit under different conditions. 
5.3.4.2 Experimental Results: 
In order to examine the capabilities of the application of self-tuning estimator banks in 
combination with MMAE technique to diagnose the type of fault in MEMS devices, two Lateral 
Comb Resonators were designed and fabricated. In the design of these devices, spring constants 
were intentionally considered different but after fabrication, due to the imperfect manufacturing 
steps, there was also a variation observed in the damping coefficient of the device.  The 
parameters of the fabricated devices are shown in table 5.2.4.2.1, which reveal almost the same 
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mass content, a 130% variation in spring constant and 83% variation in damping coefficient. LCR 
devices were excited by the same sine wave, separately, and the resultants output waveforms were 
attached together resembling the fault occurrence at the 1886th sample point. The recorded 
optical signals (containing the displacement information) are shown in Figure 5.2.4.2.1, while the 
devices were excited by a tje 2000210 π (v) signal. Decoding the grating encoded optical data showed 
the displacement variation (Fig. 5.3.4.2.1). For more information on optical data decoding please 
see (Izadian, Wang, Dawson, Hornak & Famouri 2007), (Wang, Dawson, Hornak, Famouri & 
Ghaffarian 2004), (Dawson, Wang, Chen, Famouri & Hornak 2000), (Dawson, Chen, Brown, 
Famouri & Hornak 2000), (Dawson, Brown, Famouri, & Hornak 2000), (Dawson, Wang, Chen, 
Famouri & Hornak 2000), (Wang, Dawson, Chen, Famouri & Hornak 2000).  
 
 
Fig. 5.3.4.2.1.  Recovered displacement of LCRs. Point 1 shows the starting of slope change and point 2 
shows the switching point from system 1 to 2.  
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Fig. 5.3.4.2.2.  Weight allocation and conditional probability densities from test of two fabricated LCRs. 
Switching form system 1 to system 2 is shown at 8.0=λ .  
 
Self-tuning banks generated two sets of state space representations for each system at 8.0=λ  
shown in table 5.3.4.2.1. They contained the same input matrices with similar diagonal elements 
in their system matrices. The effect of parameter variations are more observed in the off-diagonal 
values of the system matrix. 
Applying the MMAE technique and self-tuning estimators together result in the weight 
allocations and probability computations as shown in Figure 5.3.4.2.2. As the figure shows, 
highest weight was allocated to system 1 in early steps of the first part, meaning that the actual 
system behaved similar to sub-system 1. At the fault point occurrence (sample 1886th) the weight 
started shifting toward system 2 and the transition was completed in a short time. There was no 
significant variation observed in the calculated weights before the fault occurrence moment in the 
first part. After the fault, system 2 had higher weight and probability values, demonstrating the 
operation under fault in sub-system 2. The MMAE and self-tuning together could identify the 
multiple parameter variations resulted from a fault in the system. This demonstrated the 
successful application of the proposed technique on the MEMS fault diagnosis. 
 
Table 5.3.4.2.1 Self-tuning system identification results for LCR system 1 and 2 using forgetting 









































5.4  Adaptive Forgetting Factor  
In previous section, the application of a fixed forgetting factor was introduced. The fact is that the 
forgetting factor value was determined based on a time-consuming trail and error procedure 
which is not always emerging to a specific number for all the systems. By changing the level of 
noise in the system, a new value of forgetting factor might be required. In this section, the fixed 
value can be replaced by an adaptive mechanism of optimal adjustment of coefficients according 
to the history of variations. The optimal value is considered as iλ and derived according to the 
following procedure. 
 
5.4.1 Online implementation of Adaptive Approach for Optimal Forgetting 
Factor: 
Let consider the level of noise in the system as a white noise with zero mean and variance as 
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is the normalized variance with respect to 2ωσ . In practice and in actual implementations, an 
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The initial conditions might be at 0ˆ,1 00 == Rλ and 00 =γ . The value of iλ  due to the noise in the 
system might be larger than 1. There is almost no model ensuring that the forgetting factor value 
under all the conditions remains limited within ]( 1,0∈iλ  (Zhuang. 1999). Therefore, in practical 
implementation, there is a necessity of considering a reasonable limit on iλ . Initially, the value of 






















=′ . As it was mentioned earlier, for limiting the forgetting factor to ]( 1,0∈iλ , the 
following procedure should be considered, 
 
)sgn(. 11 −− −+= iiii λλµλλ ,                                                     (5.4.7) 
 
where sgn is the signum function and µ is the step size determined according to the parameter 
variation rate and noise. For online implementation of adaptive forgetting factor, there is no need 
of estimating 2ωσ . In computer simulations according to the SNR range of targeted application the 
value can be set.  
 
5.4.2 Experiment: 
The same devices as those of used in the previous sections were used and for the forgetting 
factor an adaptive approach was applied. The initial forgetting factor and variance were 
considered as 0ˆ,1 00 == Rλ  and the step size was considered as 0001.0=µ . 
Figure 5.4.2.1 shows the weight allocation for the system. A fast transition from system #1 to 
system #2 shows the fault diagnostic ability of the adaptive forgetting factor algorithm. As it is 
seen, the exact value of forgetting factor is not required, and its initial value started at one.   
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Figure 5.4.2.1. Probability Density Values of Self Tuning with Adaptive Forgetting Factor  
 
Figure 5.4.2.2. Comparison of the Probability density values of the fixed and Adaptive Forgetting Factor. 
 
Comparing the fixed and adaptive forgetting factors show quicker decision making in adaptive 
forgetting factor case although the fault is sensed earlier in the fixed case, the transition was faster 
in the adaptive forgetting factor case (Figure 5.4.2.2).  
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Figure 5.4.2.3 experimental results and comparison of the Kalman filter and Self-Tuning with Fixed 
forgetting Factor and Adaptive Forgetting Factor 
 
As the Figure (5.4.2.3) shows, the Kalman filter generates a high delay in diagnosis of the fault. 
Fixed forgetting factor shows faster system and quicker transitions in decision-making and fault 
diagnosis. Adaptive forgetting factor shows the best results among three techniques by 
demonstrating of a sharp fault diagnosis system.  
5.5 Hardware Limitations  
As mentioned earlier, the Kalman filter implementation in MMAE enabled the fault diagnosis 
technique in MEMS applications. The main limitation in this regard is the hardware power. A 
good measure of this power can ensure enough number of models and length of each of fault 
contingencies. Number of FLOPS is measured in each iteration to give a good sense of hardware 
requirement in transitions and system expectations. Moreover, adding a model to the system will 
make the system’s behavior closer and increases the FLOPS requirements.  
It is seen that each iteration requires almost 4335 extra FLOPS, which is almost the same as  











Table 5.5.1. Flops Analysis in Model and Iteration Increments 
FLOPS  
Iteration Model Increase 
TOTAL   Increment 
Comments 
1 1 2471485   
2 1 2475798 
4313 
3 1 2480137 
4339 
4 1 2484472 
4339 
FLOPS/Iterations 
2000 1 11141412 
2001 2 11145755 
4335 FLOPS/MODEL/Iteration 
3000 2 15478414 
3001 3 15482749 
4343 FLOPS/MODEL/Iteration 
4000 3 14985418 





As conclusion, in more powerful hardware sets higher number of FLOPS can be handled which 
increases the possibility of higher iterations and/or higher number of models.  
5.6 Closing Remarks 
We have seen that the fault in microsystems might be originated from different sources, which 
result in different behavior from microsystem. Changes of mass, spring constant and damping 
coefficient are commonly recognized as main results of the fault. Applying Multiple-Model 
Adaptive Estimation and Kalman filters provided an effective way of identifying the type of fault 
occurrence in microsystems. Simulation of a fault scenario showed the feasibility of application of 
fault diagnosis in MEMS Lateral Comb Resonators. Kalman filters were designed for every fault-
representative system and were used to generate residual signals to be applied in weight 
allocation of conditional probability density functions. Application of MMAE on fault diagnosis of 
LCR was experimentally tested by fabrication of two devices with some similar and some different 
parameters resembling the fault occurrence in microsystem. This technique can be used in 
parallel with CARAMEL system-evaluator to generate suitable models for each fault 
representative model in microsystem and provide an online supervisory fault diagnosis unit. 
This chapter also illustrated the application of self-tuning banks to Multiple Model Adaptive 
Estimator technique. In the case of time-varying or unknown parameter systems, Kalman filters 
were successfully replaced by the self-tuning banks. Forgetting Factor Recursive Least Square 
provided enough history of data on parameter variation and led the system to a quick transition 
among valid contingencies as a performance-control parameter. The proposed method was 
enabled for MEMS fault diagnosis applications and was experimentally validated on two 
fabricated LCRs with different parameter values. 
Fixed forgetting Factor values showed better performance than Kalman filters, but required a 
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trail and error effort to find out the suitable forgetting value for each system. This value might be 
different under different conditions and each time it required a new adjustment. Adaptive 
Forgetting Factor adjustment technique showed less effort to find out a suitable varying value for 
the system. The highest performance and quickest transition and as a result a new and more 
effective fault diagnosis technique was obtained when the MMAE technique was equipped with 








Chapter 6  
Future Work 
The controllers and techniques developed in this research can be used for other applications to 
enhance the controllability and performance of the control routines. In addition, the optical 
technique (Doppler laser) used for lateral displacement can be developed to measure more precise 
displacements. In this chapter, some of the potential applications of the control technique in 
addition to optical measurement technique are investigated.   
6.1 Control of Gyroscopes: 
6.1.1 Resonating Gyroscope 
Most gyroscopes are essential parts of many systems and they are built in large scales, which 
make them large and expensive. Recent improvements in micro-machining and silicon industry 
have made possible the design and manufacturing of the precise devices such as gyroscopes in 
micro scale. These gyroscopes are manufactured several times smaller than the conventional 
gyroscopes, fabricated in large quantities to reduce the price and increase their general usage. 
These devices are used in applications such as videogames (Wii), ride stabilization, cars safety, 
navigation systems, satellites and many more.  
6.1.2 Problems with MEMS Gyroscope 
Generally, manufacturing steps leave the parameters of the system uncertain and provide 
asymmetry in the structure of the device. This results in misalignment of the actuation 
mechanism and systematic perturbations in the electrostatic and mechanical forces. Geometrical 
imperfections and electrical couplings cause degradation of the performance. The performance of 
a gyroscope is evaluated by some factors such as: 
• Resolution 
The resolution is measured by the level of the Brownian and sensing circuit noises and is 
evaluated by the standard deviation of angular rate input.  
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• Drift  
Drift is the slow variation of the governing functions of a gyro in a long or short term 
procedure. 
• Scale Factor 
Scale factor is the change in the output angular rate estimate per unit change of input 
angular rate. 
• Zero-Rate-Output (ZRO) 
ZRO is the false output signal which is generated in the absence of rotation.  
6.1.3 Imperfections in MEMS Gyro Manufacturing 
Various manufacturing steps result in deviations from the desired values in parameters of MEMS. 
The main effect is the rotation of the MEMS device pattern respect to the required reference as 
shown in Figure 6.1.3.1.  
 
Figure 6.1.3.1: Pattern rotation and the effects on elasticity and spring constant coupling (Park, Horowitz. 
2003) 
Considering the drive and sense spring constant and damping coefficients, 
as 2121 ,,, ddkk respectively, and pattern rotation angleα , the spring constant misalignment as 




























The same phenomenon occurs for the damping factors. Since they are caused by asymmetry in the 
aerodynamic drag, structural damping and Coriolis force offset which affect the symmetry of 
damping terms. Generally, damping axes rotation and those related to elasticity are different 
since they are originated from different sources. Therefore, the coupling in damping coefficients 



























Figure 6.1.3.2,  the pattern rotation projections on the x and y- axes (Park, Horowitz. 2004) 
6.1.4 Sense Axis Control 
Since fingers on the sense axis combs are designed for measurement of the rotation, 
synchronizing of outputs of gyros requires manufacturing of some extra fingers to apply coupling 
force and compensate imperfect manufacturing steps. The difference between the sense and drive 
axis control configurations are shown in Figure 6.1.4.1.  
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Figure 6.1.4.1, comparison of drive and sense axis controller configurations. 
As the picture shows, in drive-axis synchronization, the control command is directly applied to 
the drive axis fingers, but in sense axis, the control command is applied as coupling force to 
balance the output of gyros. This requires extra finger manufacturing on the sense combs. Figure 
6.1.4.1 shows the same drive signal for two gyros and different coupling force for sense axis to 
have output of the devices synchronized. The control command in this case is very small 
comparing to the coupling force and that of the drive-axis. The output of gyros without control on 
sense axis is shown in Figure 6.1.4.2. After applying controller the performance of the control is 
shown in Figure 6.1.4.3. 
 
Figure 6.1.4.2, The sense-axis output of two non-identical gyros 
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Figure 6.1.4.3, Applying control command on sense axis and synchronization of the measured 
signals 
The control effort in this case, as it was mentioned earlier, is very small. The control effort of the 
controller is shown in Figure 6.1.4.4 and its coupling force in Figure 6.1.4.5. 
 
Figure 6.1.4.4, Control command applied on sense-axis  
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Figure 6.1.4.5, Coupling force between gyros.  
As it is seen, the coupling force and the control command to the sense axis are almost in the same 
range meaning that the applied force to synchronize two devices does not require too many 
fingers to be manufactured.  
6.1.5 Drift Reduction  
Drift reduction schematic demonstration is shown by monitoring the output of the devices while 
no rotation is applied to the plane of the gyros. In this case, the control command is applied on 
the sense axis of the device to synchronize the measurements of the devices. Figure 6.1.5.1 shows 
the controller configuration in this case. 
 
Figure 6.1.5.1, Controller configuration for drift reduction  
In the presence of noise, the pattern rotation of the model and the plant gyros contain different 
values of imperfection. Model is a gyro with anisoelasticity and anisoinertia angles equal to 2 
degrees whereas the plant with 4 and 5 degrees respectively. The desired output measurement 
and the actual measurements are shown in Figure 6.1.5.2.  
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Figure 6.1.5.2, The output locus of two gyros without control command  
Applying control command on the sense axis, the synchronized output measurements of two 
devices are shown in Figure 6.1.5.3. 
 
Figure 6.1.5.3, Synchronizations of gyros and reduction of drift problem 
Synchronization on the phase of the device is shown in Figure 6.1.5.4. 
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Figure 6.1.5.4. Phase synchronization toward drift reduction. 
 
 
6.2 Advances in Control Design of a MIMO System 
The controller designed in this research was used for Single Input Single Output systems. A 
Multiple Input Multiple Output expansion is more practical since most of the actual system have 
more than one input and result in more that single output. 
 
6.3 Multi Beam Optical Monitoring Technique 
In previous chapters, the possibility of using Doppler laser in the openings was demonstrated. 
The obtained resolution of monitoring was 2 micron. Applying multiple beams or locating the 
reference beam on the moving stage results in better resolution for the system. The new 
configuration requires a new data recovery and displacement measurement system. Figure 6.3.1.1 
shows a possible location for a two beam system.  
 




c) Both beams at the same level.                                      d) 2-micron displacement. 
Figure 6.3.1.1, Multi beam displacement measurement system.  
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 Appendix A: (Control Systems) 
A.1 Some terms and notations 
Some terms and notations are illustrated in details for interested readers to help better 
understanding of the control approach in this research, however comprehensive control systems 
can be found in the classical textbooks.  
 
A.2 Positive Definite Matrix    
A scalar u, or a function of time u(t), is said to be positive if u≥0 or u(t) ≥0  for all t . It is 
strictly positive if u>0 or, for some α>0, u(t) ≥α for all t .a square matrix  nnRA ×∈   is positive 
semi-definite if 0≥AxxT  for all x. It is positive definite if , for some α>0, 
2
xxxAxx
TT αα =≥ for 
all x. Eigenvalues of a positive semi-definite matrix lie in the closed Right Half Plane (RHP), and 
those of the positive definite lie in the open RHP. If 0≥A and TAA = , then A is symmetric 
positive semi-definite. The eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix are all real.   
 
A.3 Stability of dynamic system 
Systems are defined as the following differential equation: 
 
),( xtfx =&  00 )( xtx =                                                             (A.3.1) 
where 0, ≥ℜ∈ tx n . 
The system (A.2.1) is said to be autonomous, or time invariant, if function f does not depend on t 
and non-autonomous or time varying otherwise. In a closed region like B in nℜ properties are 
called as the following if: 
• Locally, if function is true for all initial conditions in the region B. 
• Globally, if function is true for nx ℜ∈0 . 
• Uniformly, if true for all 00 ≥t . 
Then the system (A.3.1) is called stable at any equilibrium point if the trajectory )(tx remains 
close to 0 if the initial condition 0x is close to the origin.  
 
Lyapunov Theory of Stability 
The equilibrium point is locally stable if, for all  00 ≥t  and 0>ε , there exists ),( 0 εδ t such that  
 
  εεδ <⇒< )(),( 00 txtx     For all 0tt ≥                                            (A.3.2) 
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all nx ℜ∈0 . where equilibrium point is defined as any point which satisfies 0),( =xtf  for all 0≥t . 
A.4 Uniform stability 
 
If in the stability in the sense of Liapunov δ can be chosen to be independent of 0t then the 
equilibrium point is uniformly stable. 
 
A.5 Asymptotically Stability 
 
An equilibrium point is asymptotically stable if: 
• That is a stable equilibrium point  
• That is attractive meaning: 






δ                                                        A.5.1 
A.6 Uniform Asymptotic stability 
 
An equilibrium point is uniformly asymptotically stable if: 
• That is uniformly stable point 
• Trajectory )(tx converges to 0 uniformly in 0t . 
 
A.7 Global Asymptotic Stability 





for all nx ℜ∈0 . 
 
A.8 Exponentially Stability, Rate of Convergence 
An equilibrium point is exponentially stable if, there exist 0, >αm  such that the solution 
)(tx holds the following equation  
0
)( 0)( xmetx
tt −−≤ α                                                         (A.8.1) 
For all 0, 00 ≥≥∈ ttBx , the constant α  is rate of convergence. 
 
A.9 Persistency Excitation (PE) 












                                                  (A.9.1) 
The PE conditions require that w has enough rotation in space such that the integral of 
)()( ττ Tww  becomes uniformly positive definite over any value of δ . 
 
A.10 Function definitions   
 
A polynomial in Laplace representation is called monic if the highest power in s has coefficient 1, 
and is Hurwitz if all of its roots lie in the RHP. A rational transfer function is stable if its 
denominator polynomial is Hurwitz and it is called minimum phase if its numerator polynomial is 
Hurwitz. The relative degree of a transfer function is the deference degree between its numerator 
and denominator; if the relative degree is at least 0 then the transfer function is called proper and 
it is strictly proper if its relative degree is at least one.  
 
A.11 Positive Real (PR) and Strictly Positive Real (SPR) 
 
A transfer function )(ˆ sM  is Positive Real if ℜ∈)(ˆ σM for all ℜ∈σ  and 0))(ˆRe( ≥+ ωσ jM  for 
all 0,0 ≥> ωσ . The transfer function is Strictly Positive Real if, for some )(ˆ,0 εε −> sM  is PR. In 
other word, necessary conditions for a transfer function to be SPR is: 
• )(ˆ sM  is relative degree 0 or 1 
• )(ˆ sM  is minimum phase 
• )(ˆ sM  is strictly proper 
• The Nyquist plot of )(ˆ sM  lies completely in RHP 
 
The main difference between PR and SPR systems is that a PR system may tolerate poles on the 
imaginary axis while SPR functions cannot. Some characteristics of the SPR systems are: 





• If )(ˆ 1 sM and )(
ˆ
2 sM  are SPR, so is 
             )(ˆ)(ˆ)(ˆ 2211 sMsMsM αα += , If 0, 21 ≥αα  
• if )(ˆ 1 sM and )(
ˆ















B.1 MIT Rule 
The first adaptation rule was designed by Dr. Whitaker et al. at Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (Parks. 1966) (Osburn, Whitaker, Kezer). Considering the first order system Figure B.1.1., 
the controller gain adaptation technique is based on minimizing of ∫ dte









−= ,                                                               (B.1.1) 
 
 
Figure B.1.1. MIT first order system, (Park. 1966). 
 
 











)( ,                                                                (B.1.2) 
 

















is generated form additional circuits and mc Bek θ=
& , 










eBRkkeeT v&&& .                                              (B.1.4) 
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As ∞→t the equation is equal to 02 =′++ eBRkkeeT v&&& which is asymptotically stable, therefore as 





k → . The system of Figure B.1.1. can be 



































.                                                    (B.1.5) 
 
For a simple system, MIT rule leads to a very complicated set of equation, which is hard to solve, 
and in certain conditions for second order systems, instability is possible. Figure B.1.2 shows the 
MIT adaptation rule for second order systems.  
 
Figure B.1.2. Second order system MIT rule, (Park. 1966). 
 
B.2 The Liapunov Scheme (Parks. 1966) 
 
Again consider the system of Figure B.1.1, and consider its adaptive step response meaning that 
the initial value of the gain )( cvkk is different from k . Using a tentative Liapunov function as 
(Butchart, Shackcloth. 1965) 
 
22 xeV λ+= ,                                                               (B.2.1) 
 
where 0>λ is a positive constant, and cv kkkx −=  , cvkkx
&& −= . Taking the time derivative of 



































=′ . The asymptotically stability of this method is guaranteed if 
0)( ≠tr .Therefore the error dynamics of the system becomes 
 
02 =′++ eBRkeeT v&&& ,                                                         (B.2.3) 
 




,0 −== &  at 0>t  with Rtr =)(  being a constant input. The 
adaptation technique results in the following rule 
Berkc ′=
& .                                                                 (B.2.4) 
 
Figure B.2.1 shows the adaptation technique and the redesign of the MIT rule for first order 
systems. 
 
Figure B.2.1, Liapunov design for first order systems, (Park. 1966). 
 
For second order systems the Liapunov function will be formed as a quadratic Q in e  and e& for the 
second order equation, as shown in Figure B.2.2, 012 =++ eebeb &&&  . One quadratic form of Q is 



















Q && −=                                                               (B.2.6) 
 














V λ++= &                                                     (B.2.7) 
























=−= && , the adaptation rule is  
 
reBkc &










Figure B.2.2. Liapunov design for second order systems, (Park. 1966). 
 
Figure B.2.2 shows the Liapunov design for second order systems. As it is seen the adaptation 
loop makes use of the derivative of the error signal, which is the weak point of this algorithm and 
has been criticized in (Butchart, Shackcloth. 1965). 
 
B.3 Dressler Design Rule (Dressler. 1967)  
 
In this adaptation technique the parameter adjustment is based on 
 
reBkc |′=
&                                                                  (B.3.1) 
 
where |e  is the tracking error. Figure B.3.1 shows the Dressler method for adaptive control gain 
adjustment. The resulting controller has a very simple structure. The disadvantages of this 
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method are the high damping rate of the response and the lack of stability proof which is the same 





B.4 Price Design Rule (Price. 1970)  
 





reBk cc ′+′= γ
& .                                                       (B.4.1) 
 
The controller has the same structure as Dressler with an additional part of the feed-forward 
term. This term improves the stability of the controller as well as the damping response of the 
system. In higher order systems, the stability of the system is impaired. Figure B.3.1 shows the 
price method (Hang, Parks. 1973).  
 
B.5 Monopoli Design Rule (Monopoli, Gilbert, Thayer. 1968) 
Based on the Liapunov modification a differentiating block )(sz  is used to modify the plants 






sz is positive real, after eliminating the error derivatives using 






& ,                                                      (B.5.1) 
 





 . For an nth order system with m zeros the polynomial )(sz is the order of )1( −− mn .  
Since there are )1( −− mn number of derivatives, the system is stable (Monopoli, Gilbert, Thayer. 





Figure B.3.1. Designs of the adaptive loops (Hang, Parks. 1973)  
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